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Princess Rita Wilson To
Meet National Fruit Folks
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Andy Balls, Belly Bennett Are
Selected For Citizenship Award

Trial Delayed
For Violators
In Recent Raid
Proprietors of four business establishments were charged with
paying off on pinball machines after a raid last Friday morning by
city, county and state officers.
Fulton Police Chief Richard Myatt said the By-Pass Cafe, Keg
Tavern, C. & E. Cafe and Pop's
Pool Room were raided simultaneously. Five machines were confiscated; two were from Pop's
Pool Room.
City Judge Paul Leine advised ,
the News on Wednesday that, by
mutual agreement ,the trial for the
defendants will be held early in
March.
Participating in the raid were
Chief Myatt, Patrohnen T. W.
Bethel, Guy Perry and Guy Earl,
Fulton County Sheriff Joe Campbell, State Detective Hugh Page
and Alcoholic Beverage Control
Agent Carmi Page.

Annual Scout
Dinner Slates
Dr. Bill Slider

Princess Rita International Banana Princess, Miss Rita Wilson, will be introduced in Dallas to an official welcoming delegation headed by Dallas' Councilman
Joe Goldman. The group will meet Miss Wilson in
The Terrace Lobby (immediately before the en
trance of The Empire Room at the far right of the
main lobby entrance of The Statler-Hilton Hotel) on
Sunday, February 14th at 12:30 p. m.
The occasion for the meeting is Miss Wilson's
attendance at The United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association convention as guest of The National Banana Association. Alan T. Rains, executive
vice president of the national fresh fruit and vegetable group, together with Terry Heinz, the Dallas
convention chairman, will be present in the welcoming party.
Miss Wilson is a graduate of Northwestern
University (Speech and Drama) and was recently
selected for her personality, charm and talent from
among 50 contestants at The Second International
Banana Festival in Fulton, Kentucky. The annual
festival is held in Fulton, the Banana crossroads of
America, to recognize the value of Bananas to the
North and Central American economy, trade and
culture.

The annual Scouters Recognition
dinner of the Four Rivers Council
will be held in Paducah on Thursday evening February llth at the
Civic Center.
Dr. Bill Slider, Louisville, chairman of the Crippled Children's
Foundation for the state of Kentucky will be the principal speaker
Dr. Slider is known throughout the
State as one of its most gifted and
unusual speakers; he is pastor of
the Christ Methodist Church, Louisville.
The recognition dinner will feature veteran awards, training
awards and other unit recognitions
during the churse of the evening.
Silver Beaver awards will also be
presented to two deserving scouters in the council.
Henry Whithe , prominent Paducah attorney, is President of the
Four Rivers Council.
Be Sure and,Register To Vote
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Presentation of the 1965 Citizenship Awards to an outstanding boy
and girl of Fulton High School
were made at the annual Kennel
banquet Saturday.
Miss Betty Bennett and Andy
Batts, both seniors, rkeived the
awards, presented by Principal
J. M. Martin. Nominees for the
awards are chosen by each home
room of the high school and the
selection of the winners is made

ANDY BATTS

VIP

This meeting will be held at
seven o'clock at the Park Terrace.
A buffet dinner will be served,
with tickets selling at $2.50 each.
Chamber members are urged to
bring their spouses with them.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Cavita Olive advises that ballots have been sent
to Chamber of Commerce members

areas.
When asked about a rumor that
the through service via highway
postoffice from Fulton to Louisville may soon be discontinued,
Roper disclaimed any definite
knowledge of such a move, but
added that even though it were, the
Fulton-to-Louisville service would
not be slowed down nor given any
change in timing. Roper stated
that should the bus origiante in
Paducah instead of Fulton Im• its
eastward trip, there would still be
a direct connection made with it
from the Fulton postoffice each
late afternoon, affording the same
schedule as at present.
(Continued on page ten)

to select four directors to serve
for a three year term. The ballots
must he returned to the Chamber
of Commerce office no later than
12 o'clock noon, Friday, February
12.
The four new directors will be
named from this list: W. P. Burnette, James Butts, Ernest Fall, Jr.,
James Green, Harold Henderson,
W. S. (Bill) Mantle, James Needham, Carl (Sonny) Puckett, Jr.
. The directors whose term of office will expire at this time are:
Charles Wade Andrews, J. D.
Hales, William Scott and Clyde
Williams., They are not permitted
to succeed themselves until a period of one year has elapsed.
Directors who will still be serving are: L. M. McBride, R. V.
Putnam, Joe Treas and Kenneth
Turner (their term of office expires in 1966), Charles Binford,
Rodney Miller, Robert Morgan
and Parks Weaks, who will be serving until 1967.
Present officers are: Williams
Scott, president; L. M. McBride,
vice, president; Clyde Williams,
Treasurer.

Marshall County
Group Seeking
Parkway Route
A group of Marshall Countians
has proposed that the future Purchase Parkway be routed from
Calvert City to Benton before turning westward toward Mayfield and
Fulton.
The group, which discussed the
proposal with Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt during "Governor's Day"
in Benton, has urged that the
change in preliminary routing plan
be made in order to carry traffic
from the Benton area to the Calvert City chemical complex.
Neither Gov. Breathitt nor Highway Commissioner Henry Ward
will make a definite statement on
the proposal until June 1, but indications are that the idea is being
given study.
The group of county citizens in its
proposal, which it has been pushing for some time, has said that
the change of routing would be
practical from a financial standpoint.
.It has been pointed out by the
group that the tell road would be
used more by persons travelling
from the Benton area to the Calvert City chemical plants than it
would in the less-rpulated area
originally proposed and thus would
bring in more income.
The group says that this, if
nothing else, would make its proposed route more feasible.

Columnist Turns Candidate And Ulcers Have A Field Day
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Jo's
Notebook
Vivid in my memory are the
times when, after having befriended a person or two, I would get
livid when told that they weren't
being too kind to me. Now I say, I
understand. Or having written a
newspaper story, baring forth the
real facts behind the news, the
knowledge was mine that it would
not be greeted with open minds in
some quarters. When some of the
instances are brought to my attention now, with the added remark "but I'm going to vote for
her" I wonder if I have been wise
in not carrying a gun for my own
safety.
If all the people in the four

Number 6

At an enthusiastic meeting Tuesday night, attended
by a prominent group of business and professional leaders in the twin cities, the hard facts and the cold truth
of getting industry was told to the group by Leonard
Neff, when he said: "With the growing demands made
by industry in the fiercely competitive market, we cannot continue to recommend Fulton as a desirable community for a potential industry unless your community
owns acreage for plant sites."
These words were spoken by Mr. Neff a director of
the South Kentucky Industrial Development Association. The remarks were made in answer to questions
asked Mr. Neff by the many, vitally interested leaders
present at the meeting.
While Mr. Neff pointed out that the eaablishment
of an industrial park is not the only requirement forlanding an industry, he stressed that on many occasions
in the recent past industrialists have by-passed investigation of this community when told that the community
does not own any property on which to locate an industry.

by the faculty. The awards are
based on outstanding service for
the two student publications, the
Kennel and the Annual.
Miss Bennett is the daughter of
The answer to the other requireMr. and Mrs. Charles Robert Bennett and Batts is the son of Mr. ments necessary for securing industry here was given by Clyde
and Mrs. Robert Batts.
Williams, Jr. who has given an
James C. Williams, publisher of untold amount of his time in
the Murray Ledger and Times, bringing about many other "packMurray, was the guest speaker.
age" necessities for prospective
industry.
Said Mr. Williams: "It has taken
us many years to learn the needs
of the industrial prospect. Gradually we have solved many of the
problems. Now we know that the
procurement of an industrial site,

Gayle Gupton, vice president of the Third National
Bank of Nashville, will be the principal speaker at the
annual dinner meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, to
be held Monday, February 15. Mr. Gupton is regarded
as one of the top speakers in the mid-south7 A dynamic
and outstanding orator, the local civic organization
feels fortunate to have him appear at this annual event.

ISM

Purchase Of Industrial
Site Investment In Future

Good'Program In Store
For C of C Annual Meet

New Postoffice'Sectional Center'Plan
Designed To Speed Mail By Zip Code

The location of new "sectional
centers" for distribution of mail in
this area—as well as throughout
the States of Kentucky and Tennessee—will in no way adversely
affect the dispatch of mail by
motor vehicle from Fulton, the local postoffice told The News this
week.
Newly-organized sectional centers in this area will be located at
Pacluca,h and Owensboro in Kentucky and at McKenzie and Jackson in Tennessee. Lawson Roper,
assistant postmaster at Fulton,
told The News this week that the
Ralph E. 'Graves, editor of The Eastern Area staff as a program sectional centers will serve as base
Carlisle County News, Monday consultant for western Kentucky points for distribution of mail by
filed his declaration of candidacy counties.
motor vehicles in their respective
for the Democratic nomination to
the office of Representative fruin
the First Legislative District.
The 38-year old Bardwell newsman is the second candidate who
seeks the nomination to the office.
In all the years that I have been every able-bodied man and woman
Mrs. Jo Westpheling, of Fulton, announced last week. Henry Maddox, a newspaper writer, this is per- should run for office at some time
the encumbent of Hickman is ex- haps the first time that I have en- or another, this world would be
pected to seek re-election, but has countered frozen typewriter keys, a mighty fine and happy place.
arthritic fingers and a complete For the past few weeks I have
not yet filed.
Area observers say that Mrs. mental block. Usually I put the learned to have a smile on my face
Westpheling is the only woman paper in the typewriter, stare into for such long periods, that it hurts
ever to seek the office in the 'his- space a little bit, and then start clean down to my ankles when I
pecking out whatever I want to say. get straight-faced. 'Twas a time
tory of West Kentucky polities.
The things that I want to say in when I would walk up to a person
Kentucky's only four-county leg- this column at first perplexed me, and greet them with a pleasant
islative district, the First includes then frightened me, than made me smile and a nod of the head. Now
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and break out in such hilarious amuse- my arm is extended in a hearty
Fulton counties. Graves' early ment that I had to delay the rhe- hand-shake so fast that I almost
filing this year is in contrast to toric until I could compose myself. throw myself off balance.
two years ago when be became the When I try to contemplate all this
last person in the State to enter confusion I realized that it all
Used to be I'd want into a rooin
the primary, filing on the final comes about BECAUSE I AM A
of home-folks and exchange a word
day just three minutes before the CANDIDATE.
or two, figuring as how everybody
midnight deadline.
knew me, and I knew them and
A native of Bardwell, Graves is
associated with his father, R. W. Today (Wednesday) as the dead- that was that. Now I walk up to
Graves, in publishing the weekly line neared I said to ruyself. . . everybody, even the News staff
newspaper there. Before joining the "No ulcer deserves the kind of and say: "I'm Jo Westpheling, I'd
newspaper staff he was employed work-out you've given it, just to like to have you consider me for
for ten years by the City of Lex- write a cohimn and hope you say the office of State representative."
the right thing." I also added that They've gotten used to it by now
ington, Ky.
Maddox defeated Graves for the if I go through such hysteria every and don't pay any attention to it
post in 1963 in the first election week from now until election-time but the real blow came this week
ever held in the new four-county I won't be around to see whether I when I called home to tell Mary
win or lose. So I'm going to be the Jo when I'd be home. I started
district.
Active in civic and political af- same ole Jo, writing what comes out by saying: "This is Jo Westfairs, Graves is now serving as to mind, and let the votes fall pheling," and almost went on with
the spiel until she said: "M-o-o-t-hchairman of the Carlisle County where they may.
-b-h-e-r-r-r-c . . . . this is Mary Jo.
(banter of American Red 'Cross.
tri the first place I think that if I'm too young to vote."
He its a volunteer member- of ARC

Ralph Graves, Bardwell,
Files For Representative

BE

'
-ea ..
Microfilm Center
Margaret I. King Library
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky.

counties who have told me that short campaign thus far . . . that
they have disagreed with me but about 25 out of 27 people couldn't
are going to vote for me because I Tell me what counties compose the
had the courage to disagree join First Legislative district; who the
with the folks who say that I have encumbent is; who held the office
helped them and the area and will before him; or even what the ofvote for me for that reason, then fice is all about. I believe you
it looks like I have not lived too know that if I am elected the Genfutile a life.
eral Assembly will know where the
First Legislative District is; who
In the newspaper business we the representative is; and what we
know that about forty per cent of need in our district. If I am defeatthe people are mad at the editor ed my opponent, or opponents,
all the time. Having been a radio will know better than anybody
broadcaster with a wide audience that they have had an opponent
we would imagine that about the and not a candidate f r a popularisame percentage has been mad at ty contest.
the commentator at some time or
another. That makes eighty per
What's more I am NOT going to
cent of the population who has making any excuses for seeking
either liked me or disliked me at the office. If people don't know by
some time or another BUT NOT now why we need somebody to
ALWAYS AT THE SAME TIME. speak up for us in the Kentucky
From now until May 25 I am going General Assembly, then it's too
to try to see 100% of the popula- late for me or anybody else to tell
tion to tell them I am NOT running them.
in a popularity contest. I am not
running because I am glamorized
at the thought of being a State
TO HAVE OPERATION
legislator, because there's certainPaul Westpheling will undergo
ly no stars in my eyes about that,
surgery at the Baptist Hospital in
as you must know by now.
Memphis Saturday morning. The
I am running because of the Westphelings left Friday afternoon
pitiful statistic I have found in my for Memphis.

p.-,

bought and paid for, just about fills
the package, and we can solve the
greatest problem at the moment
by doing what other communities
have done in buying land and haylugit plant-ready when the industry comes." (See editorial)
Next week, a group of civic leaders will begin calling an all local
citizens to sign pledges to raise
$50,000.00 as the initial amount
needed to buy acreage for an industrial location; some options for
possible sites have already been
secured. But Mr. Williams pointed
out that the land will not be purchased without the expert advice
of Kentucky Department of Commerce, Texas Gas Transmission
Company, the Illinois Central Railroad and other industrial specialists.
Ernest Fall, Jr. presiding for
chairman Fond Homra summed
up this need for the industrial site
and the prospective finance drive
when he said: "If you're interested
in the future of Fulton; if you expect us to grow and get industry
like other communities are doing.
then other won't have to be sold or
begged to pledge your financial
support to the drive."

Voters Urged
To Register
For Primary
County Court Clerk Dee Langford advised the News today that
the deadline for voter registration
in the May 25, 1965 primary is
March 27. Mr. Langford is making
available to all candidates the
necessary forms so that voters contacted may be accommodated without going to the Courthouse in
Hickman.
At the same time Langford revealed that the Fulton City Hall
and Mary Alice Coleman, as well
as the Fulton News have the forms
for registering. Persons who have
moved into a new precinct, or
into the county, or into the State
or who have married since the last
election are required to furnish
'iii-to-date registration information
in order to vote in the May primary.
This year, when many,- of the
county and city races- will be filled, voters are especially urged to
get their registrations in order, so
they may be able to cast a vote
for their candidates. Deadline for
requesting absentee ballots is May
5, twenty days before the primary.

Flynn Powell Heads
Easier Seal Drive
Flynn Powell of Fulton has been
named chairman of the 1965 Easter
Seal Appeal for crippled children
in Fulton County, according to Dr.
Kelly Thompson, Bowling Green,
state chairman. Mr. Powell has
been County Chairman since 1962.
Dates for the 1965 campaign have
been set for March 1 thru April 18,
Easter Sunday. During that period
Easter Seals will be mailed to half
a million Kentuckians along with
a letter asking for contributions to
further the work for the Kentucky
Society for Crippled Children.
SPRING HAT SALE
Members of the One and All Club
are having a "spring hat sale" at
the Club home Wednesday, Feb.
17 beginning at 8: a. in.
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

you've got to have more confident
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nobiliary 9, 194$
The new Fulton Youth Center
will bear the name,"The Kennel,"
which was suggestion offered by
Don Morris, Fulton High School
student. Valentine Day will mark
the official opening of the youth
center, which is being sponsored
by the Junior Woman's Club and
is located over the "arcade Barber
Shop on Lake Strew.
•- The following officers have been
elected to serve the coming year
in the Fulton-Palestine District of
the Farm Bureau: Cecil Barnette,
president; H. M. Pewitt, vicepresident, and Homer Wea)ierspoon, secretary-treasurer.

Observance Of Lincoln's Birthday Recalls Famed
"House Divided Speech 1858" Urging Courage
This time of year the minds of
many Kentuckians go back to that
snowy day on February 12, 1809
when Abraham Lincoln was born in
a log cabin near Hodgenville.
One of Lincoln's assets was his
ability to express profound truths in
simple language. On this 156th anniversary of his birth, we do well to recall his famous house-divided speech
in 1858:
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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by Whetters

"If we could first know where
we are, and whither we are tending
(going), we could better judge what
do to, and how to do it."
This is a question on many minds
today: who are we, and where are we
going? We may not always say it that
way, but that's the sentiment of our
hearts. As one teenager asked,"What
do good grades mean? And what if I
go along, get married, have a good
job and raise kids? Do we know what
it is all about?"
Compare the teenager's question
with that of Lincoln asked over a
century ago, and you note they are
very similar: Who are we, where are
we going?
One explaination of Jesus' popularity with the common people was
his ability as a teacher to help each
listener feel he was somebody. On
one occasion he reminded them that
God knows even the number of hairs
on a man's head, and that not a sparrow falls without his knowledge.
When you and I grasp the fact that
man is more than a mere speck of
cosmic dust in a universe void of feeling or purpose, we are on the way to
self-realization and self-fulfillment.
Not all the way, mind you, but on the
way!

Mrs. Ed Drysdale announced the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Elizabeth
Drysdale, to First Lieutenant Matthew Ellsworth Carmean of Edison, Ohio. U. Carmean is stationed at Chanute Field. EL, with the
U. S. Army Medical Corps.

him, lie came here from the Glasgow, Ky., Baptist Church.
Scout committees for the local
organization have been named for
1945, as follows: Organization Extension, Bill Browning and Louis
Training,
Kasnow ; Leadership
Billy Blackstone and Rev. Walter
Mischke; Allegiance, Louis Weans,
Hendon Wright, John Price, Lawrence Holland, L. P. Carney, Robert Burrow, Ed Eller, Pemmie
Shelton; Health and Safety, R. E.
Sanford and Foad Homra; Camping and Activities, Lawrence Holland. Charles Gregory and Frank
Beadles; Finance, Robert Burrow,
J. 0. Lewis, Pemmis Shelton, Louis
Kasnow, Hendon Wright.
Coach Bob Covington's Red
Devils of South Fulton defeated
Kenton on February 5 by a topheavy score of 43-12, then the South
Fulton angels capped the climax
by mopping up with the Kenton
Quintet 40-13.

Mrs. Jake Hucldleston and Mrs.
Eaton Dawes were co-hostesses to
the Missionary Society of the First
Christian Church on February 5.
Mrs. Harry Murphey, President,
was in charge of the meeting.

Mrs. Wilmcin Boyd, who has been
librarian here for the past 17
years, told the Woman's Club on
February 2 that the library has a
total of 2,857 volumes, with a circulation of 6,337 and 1,522 regular
boa'owe-is.

Rev. Sam Ed Bradley. newly appointed pastor of the First Baptist
Church of this city, conducted his
initial services on February 4, with
large congregations to welcome

John Adams, one of Fulton's
oldest citizens, observed his 85th
birthday on January 31, with members of the family and friends calling on him.

an sewer emus
Education is a wonderful thing see what kind of
out.
these days, but I found out something last weekend that kind of
startled me. Twenty-Ove years ago I think it's a whole lot more enI bad a college degree from a high- joyable these days running a small
ly-rated journalisak school, and I psper and being able to treat peowas educated, ai44 was right up ple Me bunian beings maser that
to snuff. But now, after doing itatics. If I want to find out
precheal work in journalism, and what's going on, I can take a
radio, and °ornamentations and swing up Lake Street and across
advertising of various sorb, I find the tracks, and out to the edge of
I am neatly completely uneducat- town and I'll have a pretty good
ed. And here I thought I had been opinion in an hour. And on a kit of
making progress, and instead have things I don't even need to go ask
been going backwards.
anybody at all, just use comma
I arrived at this startling con- sense reasoning. But on the nationclusion atter spending last week- al scene, it isn't so easy. You hire
end at the University of Kentucky a poll-taking organization, and
at a Journalism symposium attend- they sample public opinion, and
ed by college professors from they put that in a computing maaround the country. At the sessions chine, and they have to add "variI attended. some of them unloaded ables" that have influenced o.
their current formulas and con- ions, such as the fact that the weaclusions and their projections and ther may be below are, end the
their frameworks for action, aid Viet Cong have just bombed a U.
this stuff is so far beyond my S. barracks, and the President has
world of operations I have con- a cold, and it is near tax-paying
cluded that my alleged education time, and that Vice-President
has completely disappeared.
Humphrey should have gone to the
level
Cliutrhill funeral, etc., etc. Kinda
college
the
Education at
and poet-grad level in public com- like mixing up a salad with a lot
munications (radio, TV, news- of ingredients, and then putting it
paper, etc.) deals with reactions in the sausage grinder and what
and behavior patterns of huge comes out is the answer, correctly
masses of people, the professors flavored to the moment.
I could go on and on. I got real
tetl us. So when they talk about a
ed last weekend.
ce
of
educat
audien
an
having
m
progra
TV
50 nullion, or ditto for a radio network, or even a newspaper with a
Seriously, Dr. Oswald and the
circulation of a half million, they entire University of Kentucky have
talk in terms of behavior patterns, a fine program mapped tor 1965
and motivations, and they get out honoring the 100th year of UK. The
their computing machines to fig- Centennial will be a broad affair
ure out how many million people extending into many activities, and
will do such if they say such, and I am sure that all UK alumni
bow many additional more million everywhere will boost the obserwill react thusly if they change vance all they can. UK has a
their pitch thusly. In dealing with strong program of advancement
masses, everything has to be re- mapped to start off itsnext 100
duced to a mathematical formula years and is going places. And if
that can be fed into a computing you've been out of school very
machine, it seems.
long, you ought to go back and
It makes one feel a little silly to discover just how uneducated you
realize that there is so such thing are. Nothing happens like it used
as an "individual" any more. You to.
and I, my friend, are only statistics to anyone engaged in the
We Need Industrial Park
mass public communication field!
is
it
of this sounds crazy, but
true, and while I have to laugh at
it a bit, I still respect it and don't
belittle our young people who are
getting educated thusly. College
graduates in the public communications field are going to tremendous jobs right off the bat,
and at UK they tell me that startmg salaries right out of college
start as high as $150 a week, so
more power to them, and to any of
you who read this who may have
college ahead of you.

101Mrars Ago This Week
kn tihttirical review of the Civil War. day by day an Ken-i,
tuck', as reViewed by the Kentucky Civil, War Commission :
By JOB JOMAN.•
ced: "Maj. Gen.
One hundred years ago this week, ary 10 announ r of Illinois has
Palme
M.
John
Gov. Thomas E. Bramlette transbeen appointed to command in
mitted to the Kentucky legislature
Kentucky. Thank God and Presia joint resolution of the United dent Lincoln!" It was not because
States Congress proposing an of any admiration for Palmer that
amendment to the Constitution the newspaper was rejoicing, but
abolishing slavery. The governor because the appointment of a new
did not make a recommendation commander of the Military District
that Kentucky ratify the amend- of Kentucky meant an end to the
ment, but he did state arguments rule of Maj. Gen. Stephen G. Burthat had been advanced in favor of bridge, who had been in command
since February 15, 1864. In an
ratification.
article published last year in the
an
that
out
pointed
e
The messag
Register of the Kentucky Historiin
y
1833 act abolishing slaver
Society, L. L. Valentine, presical
Great Britain had appropriated
and general manager of the
dent
lent
equiva
(then
20,000.000 pounds
in Favorite, asserted that
Frankl
to nearly $100,000,000) to compen
dge's assuming command
Burbri
be,"
cannot
"It
.
owners
sate the
marked "the beginning of the
Bramlette said. "that our governst and bloodiest year in Kenblacke
ment will be less just, if we ac- tucky history." That was the year
condiupon
ment
cept the amend
which was about to come to an end
tion that the assessed value of 100 years ago this week.
comto
state
the
to
paid
be
1864
Among the Confederate soldiers
pensate owners who are to be afof war at
fected by the proposed amend- who were prisoners
, were
Illinois
in
s,
Dougla
Camp
aswas
ty
proper
slave
ment. Our
the week
sessed for taxation in 1860, before 1663 Kentuckians. During
to
the war began, at a total of $107,- under review a poll was taken
would
of
them
many
how
out
find
reof
effect
the
404,527. In 1863
bellion and unfriendly legislation wish to return to Confederate Army
arreduced the valuation to $57,511,770, service if exchanges could be
that
ced
was
It
announ
.
ranged
and in 1864 to $34,179,246."
The message got a cool recep- 1422, more than 85 per cent of them
g for
tion, and it was apparent at once still wanted to resume fightin
South.
the
iasm
that there was no enthus
among the legislators for taking
any action favorable to abolition.
H-BOMBS
Members of the General Assembly
were overwhelmingly in favor of
One Internal Revenue agent was
the Union, but Kentucky Unionists
d by a telein general had taken that side be- momentarily shocke a lady who
n
from
questio
phone
the
ving
preser
d
favore
cause they
a cerUnion and not because they were asked how die should report
t.
opposed to slavery. An attempt to tain type of interes
"Interest on what?" asked the
peas the question to the voters was
made in a resolution offered in the *seat.
'H-Bombe," answered the lady.
House of Representatives by E. H.
"What was that again?" asked
t
conduc
to
Smith of Grant County
a refereed= at the August elec- the agent.
"I'm sorry," said the lady, "I
tion. but no action was taken on it.
H Bends."
meant
Pebete
The Louisville Journal of
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I don't mind anything going up
except the national debt. And I
wonder when the time will ever
come when it will dawn on our
national congress that they cannot
spend more each year than they
take in and still stay solvent; I'd
like for someone to feed that fact
into a computer sometime and

Arionnas Installed

ROPER
TELEVISION
Phone 307
306 Main

Need Moneg for Feed or Feeders?

from your PCAI
hogs, c-nie or
Well provide money to help you feed out
a number
sheep...do it with a loan that works for you in
of important ways:
only for the
Low interest...the rate is low and you pay
used.
it's
time
money actually used and for the
men who
Personal Service...your loan is planned by
your needs.
know agriculture... who can tailor credit to fit
use its
Ownership...PCA is owned by the people who
wner.
r-o
membe
a
you
makes
loan
your
s...
ervice
more than
Production Credit Associations are now serving
details.
the
get
in,
Stop
s.
feeder
and
s
farmer
on
a half-milli

PCA LOANS

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn.
Hielumaa, Ky.
Plisse UN
301111 P. WILSON
Meld Off. 11111"

WARRIRN BARD
MY Off- WarCillsihri, Ky.
Plana OL-3-41111

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
BY Mrs. Carey Frit:ids
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Mrs. T. T. Harris returned to her
home near here on Saturday from
Hillyiew Hospital, where the underwent surgery a few weeks ago.
She is resting quite comfortably at
this writing, which all her many
friends will be glad to knew.
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to be resting more comfortably at
her home near here, where the
has been very ill the past few
weeks.

Gourmet Corner

Miss Margaret Bynum was indisposed the past week, due to a
siege of cold.

1WantA Recipe'

Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
The
Kentucky Federation of
by Camille Glenn
regular appointment at New Salem
Women's Clubs plans to construct
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
a rehabilitation camp for de11 a. m., also the evening service
linquet ginisno be operated by the
Mrs. Mary Bynum has under- following the BTU service.
that I love, and all of it is "do State Department of Child WelDear Camille,
Lem
gone surgery in a Mayfield hosahead" . . . elegant and easy.
Well" wishes are sent to
A few months ago we were visitpital and is reported to be as well "Get
Black Bean Soup (with a slice of
surgery
had
who
Westbrook,
The center, first such facility
ing a friend of mine who lives in
as expected, so we send "Get Bunn
lemon and Sherry)
Western Baptist Hospital in Pa- Quebec. While there she served a
for girls in Kentucky, would house
Salad (with
Asparagus
Weil" wishes to her that she may in
Cold
ago. Mr. West- most exciting dish called Quiche
some 30 youngesters ages 10 to
very quickly be restored to former ducah several days
vinaigrette dressing)
resident of this Lorraine. We call it cheese pie,' but
former
a
was
brook
18. The Child Welfare Department
health.
Cheese Pie
section.
now operates two camps for deit was not sweet. Do tell me someFresh Fruit in Season
linquent
boys and has two others
Profound sympathy is extended
d-e-l-i-c-iwas
It
it.
about
thing
Coffee
how happy the
under construction, Commissioner
to the family of Ambrose McClain, It's amazing
o-u-s!
feathered friends, are.
Richard J. Clendenen said.
HINTS
64, whose death occurred the past birds, our
L. E.
a warmer day when
comes
There
Lorraine is made
week, following a heart attack.
Quiche
When
Most of the girls selected for
here and there chirpQuiche Lorraine (Keesh-Loh- with cheese, it usually calls for
Funeral services were held at they flitter
the new center would be transspring-like songs, rain) is a very old and time-honortheir
singing
ing,
but if you are ferred from
Rhodes Chapel church and burial
snowy, icy ed French tart or pie made of Swiss or Gruyere,
Kentucky Village near
in Williams Cemetery, with Jack- after a siege of cold,
tbe cheddar flavor—full Lexington where
last year the
is no food eggs, cream and smoked bacon partial to
there
when
weather,
son's Funeral Home in charge of
ahead.
steam
average daily population included
friends and and cooked nn a crust; it is great
my
hope
I
available.
all the arrangements.
120 girls and 347 boys.
all readers of this column found .s. . really great! In Lorraine,
HAZARDS
Mrs. Heiden Glover is reported time to put out some food for the France where it originated it is
As soon as the custard filling is
We Need Industrial Park
little creatures only a week ago.
served as an hors d'oeuvre or as a firm, remove it from the oven.
Visit Local Stores First
snack. We add cheese to the mixAny custard will curdle if it is
ture just as they do in Switzer- cooked too long or at too high a
SCHOOL DROPOUT QUITS
land and serve it as an entree. I temperature. (The protein in the
WE BUY,
PENITENTIARY, TOO
can think of nothing that is more
milk and egg is the culprit in the
SELL and 'I'RiDE
delicious and exciting for a lunchBoulder, Col. — The school-drop- eon, an informal Sunday night sup- case.) The fat content in cream inout problem took a new twist at per, or for your own deserving self hibits curdling; that is one reason
why it is well to use cream. Cream
the University of Colorado.
than . . .
gives us a tastier product too. (I
A student's correspondent course
heard what you said ... but cream
CHEESE PIE
In one corner
is not as high in calories as that
New and Used Shotguns, lesson came back. stamped:
ANDREWS
"Re(Quiche Lorraine)
the Post Office had
candy you ate today!)
Pistols. Rifles
turn to sender. Moved. Left no ad- Pie Crust For Nine-Inch Pie
Jewelry Company
TO THE WISE
Lb. Cheese (Swiss, Gruyere or
dress." In the other corner the
Penitentiary
Leader Sporting Goods warden at the State
sharp Cheddar)
Quiche must have a creamy lusc1 :tablespoon Flour
414 LAKE ST.
PRONE MO had penciled a notation, "Escapfilling and a very thin crunchy
ious
1 Cup Cream or Milk
ed."
crust. That duet of textures leaves
3 Eggs (whole)
nothing to -be desired. It is the
Salt and Cayenne Pepper to
epitome of fine cooking.
taste
— SEM —
This recipe may sound compliLine pie pan with your favorite cated, but it isn't. It is as dctwn
fork
a
with
flaky crust. Pick crust
to earth as apple pie. I tested it on
to keep it from popping up and my beloved 1800 guinea pigs and
leaving the pan or cover the crust they loved it.
FOR YOUR
with oil paper and weigh it down
with dried beans or rice while
VARIATIONS
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
cooking.
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
Several slices of crisp bacon laid
Bake in a PREHEATED 450 de" FARM LOANS
grees oven for 1045 minutes or un- over the cheese before adding the
til crust is a very light brown. Re- custard is traditional and very
OFFICE PHONE 5
208 MAIN smsicT
move the oil paper and beans a good. Baked shredded ham can -be
FULTON, KENTUCKY
used or slivers of broiled Canadian
few minutes before it is done.
Grate or shred cheese and dredge bacon. If you are feeding a hungry
with 1 tablespon flour.- Distribute man I would add the meat!! If
the cheese in the bottom of the you have no bacon or ham, lay
cooled crust. Beat eggs until fluf- some strips of cheese over the
fy. Add cream or milk. Mix. Salt top of the custard just before you
and pepper to taste. Pour over the pop it into the oven. It comes out
cheese. Set in a PREHEATED looking very grand - very grand in325 degree oven for approximately deed! Your family will be so proud
30 minutes or until the custard of you.
Mrs. Glenn has been food ditests done. Insert a knife in the
custard; when the custard no long- rector of tell Highland Presbyterian
er sticks to the knife, it is done. Church in Louisville for many
Serve hot or cold. Quiche can be years. She often refers to the
baked early and heated again at Presbyterians as her beloved
the finish line. Here is a menu guinea pigs.

Paris For All Electric
Shavers At:
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MARIGOLD MADE INTO
HOUSE PLANT

• PIERCE STATION
By its. Charles Lew*

WASHINGTON —WW1'controlled
light and chemicals, plant scientists can transform the stemmy
summer-blooming marigold into a
low, bushy, year-round house plant.
Since it takes only two months
from seed to sale, the marigold is
expected to become a popular florist item.

A nice crowd attended service at
Johnson Grove and at Sunday
School at Chappell Hill yesterday.
Everyone seems to like the new
pastor, Bro. Jack Rushing.
Mrs. Larry Hicks spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Almus Polsgrove. Mrs. Hicks is in
college in Memphis.
We Need Industrial Park
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford, of
Dyersburg, spent Sunday with rela- q11111111111=11111111111MMIIIRCIIIIIIIIIMMS1111111211111111
tives here.
Mrs. Jack Lowe entered HillDUCK'S 24 HOUR
view Hospital Sunday night and
WRECKER SERVICE
will undergo surgery today (Monday). We wish an early recovery
Phone 126 or 1678
for her.
Since our last writing, our old
friend and neighbor, Mrs. Myrtle
Orleans, passed away. We extend
sympathy to her nephew Bill Cash106 W. State Line
on and family.
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The Phone of the Future

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
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KFWC Makes
Known Plans
For Girls Camp

Woman makes the home...we make the loan
A woman's touch makes a home, but good financing
makes it a happier home to own. Want to buy or build
this year? Let us help with the financing. For a home
loan tailored to your needs, come in and ask to see one
of our home loan specialists.

FIRST FEDERAL
SWINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Fulton, Ky.
214 Main

o use its
.
r
ore than
e details.

7TH INFANTRY DIV., KOREA—
Army Specialist Four James L.
Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
B. Harris, Route 4, Fultoo, Ky.,
siarticipated in Exercise ROLL
BACK, a five-day winter field
training exercise in Korea that
ended Jan. 22.
During the maneuvers Specialist
Harris and other members of the
7th Infantry Division received extensive training in defensive combat operations, with mock attacks
launched against them to test their
preparedness.
Harris, a lineman in Headquarters Company in the division's 7th
Supply and Transport Battalion,
arrived overseas in February 1964.
The 25-year-old soldier is a 1958
graduate of Hickman High School.

arrived overseas in in February
1964.
The 25-year-old soldier is a 1958
graduate of Hickman High School.
FORT KOBBE, CANAL ZONE—
Army Specialist Four Michael D.
Dockery, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Dockery, Route 1, Hickman,
Ky., was named soldier of the
month for Company A of the 108th
Infantry's 3d Battalion at Fort
Kobbe, Canal Zone, Jan. 5.
A machinegunner in the company, Specialist Dockery was selected for his soldierly appearance,
knowledge and performance of
duties and military courtesy.
The 19-year-old soldier entered
the Army in May 1962 And was
last stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.
He attended Fulton County High
School.

AMARILLO, Tex. — Airman
Third Class Billie M. McAlister,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister
of Water Valley, Ky., has graduated from the technical training
course for U. S. Air Force jet airmechanics at Amarillo AFB,
7TH INFANTRY DIV.,— Army craft
Tex.
Harris,
Specialist Four James L.
McAlister, who was
Airman
son of Mr. and -Mrs. Robert B.
Harris, Route 4, Fulton, ,Ky., par- trained to repair current Air Force
ticipated in Exercise ROLL BACK, jet fighters, is being assigned to a
a five-day winter field training U. S. Air Forces in Europe
exercise un Koreat hat ended Jan. (USAFE) unit at Toul-Rosieres Air
Base, France. His squadron sup22.
During the maneuvers Specialist ports the USAFE mission of proHanis and other members of the viding the major air contribution
nth Infantry Division received ex- for defense of the NATO countries.
The airman is a graduate of
tensive training in defensive combat operations, with mock at- South Fulton (Tenn.) High School.
1/4
V4
their preparedness.
RENO, Nev. — Staff Sergeant
Harris, a lineman in Headquarters canvas" is the division's 7th Francis L. Nightingale, son of Mr.
Supply and Itanepott Battalion, and Mrs. Howard N. Nightingale of
Newport. N. Y., has completed the
rigorous U. S. Air Force survival
-and special training course conducted by the Air Training Command at Stead AFB, Nev.
Sergeant Nightingale, -an aircraft crew chief, received combattype escape and evasion training to
enable him to survive under adverse climatic conditions and hostile environments.
The sergeant, who attended
Herkimer (N. Y.) High School, is
being assigned -to Viet Nam.
Sergeant Nightingale's wife, Lillian, is the daughter of Ed Hicks
of R. D. 1, Water Valley, Ky.

Order Your TOUCH-TONE Phone Now
Fulton has been selected to have the
newest, most advanced telephone yet .. .
the Touch-Tone phone. Imagine, you just
push the buttons and listen to the pleasant electronic sounds "dial" your number — faster than regular dial phones.
But even more than this, the Touch-Tone
phone is the revolutionary basis for truly
amazing services to come in future
years. Tests and experiments are now
being made so that one day you may be
able to do such things as turn on your
electric oven or start your lawn sprinkler
simply by calling home on the Touch-

Tone phone. Some of these fabulous future possibilities will again be on exhibition at the New Rork World's Fair.
See this exciting new phone at your Telephone Company Business Office . . . and
place your order right away. And you'll
be ready to go when dial service comes
to our town later this year.

Southern Bell
...Serving You

Choose Your Touch-Tone Phone From These Styles, Now!

VEN HILL
THE

agab,

BOURBON

6 Years Old 90 Proof
GREEN LABEL
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY
HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, SIC. BARDSTOWN, NILSON COUNIT, MTV=
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AGAIN, AGAIN, AGAIN!
The life of a bill collector isn't
all bad. Practically everyone asks
him to call again.
Ken Kindred, Houston

The Princess (R) Touch-Tone
for bedroom, living room or dee.

The Desk Set Touch-Tone
lent for any location.
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Best Answer To Need For Industrial Park
Here Is Illustrated By These Success Stories
---Fulton wants new business and
new industry. Kentucky wants new
jobs, and wants them enough to work
for them and to provide the kind of
environment industry needs.
In a recent statewide survey Kentuckians were asked "What single
thing is most important to Kentucky's
future progress and development?"
Forty-six percent answered "More
Jobs and Industry."
Perhaps the most important contribution of local development corporations in Kentucky is their control
and development of industrial sites.
This makes it possible to offer a developed site package complete with
price.
Kentucky wants the kind of
growth that new industry and new
jobs provide. That's why private business, local development groups, and
the Kentucky State Government
have gotten together to keep Kentucky attractive and profitable for industry; to provide continuing assistance to existing industry and to give
you every fact you need to explore
Kentucky's profit opportunities.
At the core of the Kentucky industrial effort is the Department of
Commerce — equipped with brainpower, skills, and experience to
match the nation's best.
The newly formed Kentucky Industrial Development Association,
working closely with many State
agencies is doing a tremendous amount of work to get our cities in the
position to compete with thousands of
other cities to meet the demands made
by industrial site-seekers.
There may be those who may
not view the establishment of an industrial park in Fulton as a "must"
for attracting industry. The best answer we can give to the skeptics may
be found in communications received
here by Mrs. Ward Bushart, president
of the Twin-City Industrial Committee and also secretary of the newly
formed KIDA.
Here they are:
South Kentucky Industrial
Development Association
Leonard C. Neff, Jr., Manager
James T. Catlett, Assistant Manager
January 18, 1965
Mrs. Ward Bushart
407 Third Street
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Bushart:
In Kentucky there are approximately 45 communities which own
industrial property ranging in size
from the 800 plus acres in northern
Kentucky to a 1 acre tract in a small
community.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPEIBLINO
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Published livery Thuroday it The Year
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by McNatters

A recap of the South Kentucky
area shows the following foundations
and acres owned:
Communities
Acres
Monticello
50
Glasgow
132
Bowling Green
198
Leitchfield
21
Elkton
75
Hopkinsville
175
- (3 year option)
Princeton
57
Cadiz
3
Murray
56
(2 tracts)
Bardwell
106
Dawson Springs
50
Paducah
50
(approximately -this is in
urban renewal area)
The success stories go something
like this:

"Argyle. you've got to have more confidentell

io your copy writing!"

Scottsville last year sold their
last 12 acres to New Castle Industries.
Glasgow has purchased their
second tract, the first having
been sold several years ago. Two
new industries,P. R. Mallory and
Tyson Bearings, announced in
Glasgow in 1964; however, neither used the foundation property.
Bowling Green sold their
original 119 acres to Wren Products, Cutler-Hammer, Master
Vibrator, and Humble Oil Company. Just recently they purchased another 198 acres.
Elkton has owned their approximately 75 acres since 1960.
Last year Rockwell announced a
new plant in Elkton. This foundation property was not chosen
as their site.
Dawson Springs sold a portion of their property to MidSouth Plastics.
Princeton owns 57 acres adjacent to Arvin Industries which
located on their foundation propty.
It is almost a necessity these days
to have a developed site which is immediately available at an established
price. Those who are charged with
plant location work certainly look
with more favor on any community
that does own their land. Those that
have a developed site will get More
"lookers" and,.consequently, have
more opportunity to sell their communities.
We hope these brief facts and the
enclosed material will give you a little fuel for your publicity. If we can
sit down with you and discuss any of
this in more detail, just let us know.
Warm personal regards.
Very truly yours,
Leonard C. Neff, Jr.

Observance Of Lincoln's Birthday Recalls Famed
"House Divided Speech 1858" Urginr Courage
This time of year the minds of
many Kentuckians go back to that
snowy day on February 12, 1809
when Abraham Lincoln was born in
a log cabin near Hodgenville.
One of Lincoln's assets was his
ability to express profound truths in
simple language. On this 156th anniversary of his birth, we do well to recall his famous house-divided speech
in 1858:

STRICTLY BUSINESS

"If we could first know where
we are, and whither we are tending
(going), we could better judge what
do to, and how to do it."
This is a question on many minds
today: who are we, and where are we
going? We may not always say it that
way, but that's the sentiment of our
heafts. As one teenager asked,"What
do good grades mean? And what if I
go along, get married, have a good
job and raise kids? Do we know what
it is all about?"
Compare the teenager's question
with that of Lincoln asked over a
century ago, and you note they are
very similar: Who are we, where are
we going?
One explaination of Jesus' popularity with the common people was
his ability as a teacher to help each
listener feel he was somebody. On
one occasion he reminded them that
God knows even the number of hairs
on a man's head, and that not a sparrow falls without his knowledge.
When you and I grasp the fact that
man is more than a mere speck of
cosmic dust in a universe void of feeling or purpose, we are on the way to
self-realization and self-fulfillment.
Not all the way, mind you, but on the
way!

February 9, 1945
The new Fulton Youth Center
will bear the name, "The Kennel,"
which was suggestion offered by
Don Morris, Fulton High School
student. Valentine Day will mark
the official opening of the youth
center, which is being sponsored
by the Junior Woman's Club and
is located over the 1.rcade Barber
Shop on Lake Street.
The following officers have been
elected to serve the coming year
in the Fulton-Palestine District of
the Farm Bureau: Cecil Burnette,
president; H. M. Pewitt, vicepresident, and Homer Weatherspoon, secretary-treasurer.

him. He came here from the Glasgow, Ky., Baptist Church.
Scout committees for the local
organization have been named for
1945, as follows: Organization Extension, Bill Browning and Louis
Kasnow; Leadership
Training,
Billy Blackstone and Rev. Walter
Mischke; Allegiance, Louis Weaks,
Hendon Wright, John Price, Lawrence Holland, L. P. Carney, Robert Burrow, Ed Eller, Pemmie
Shelton; Health and Safety, R. E.
Sanford and Foad Hamra; Camping and Activities, Lawrence Holland. Charles Gregory and Frank
Beadles; Finance, Robert. Burrow,
J. 0. Lewis, Pemmis Shelton, Louis
Kasnow, Hendon Wright.

Mrs. Ed Drysdale announced the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Elizabeth
Drysdale, to First Lieutenant Matthew Ellsworth Carmean of Edison, Ohio. Lt. Carmean is stationed at Chanute Field, M., with the
U. S. Army Medical Corps.

Coach Bob Covington's' Red
Devils of South Fulton defeated
Kenton on February 5 by a topheavy score of 43-12, then the South
Fulton angels capped the climax
by mopping up with the Kenton
Quintet 4043.

Mrs. Jake Huddleston and Mrs.
Eston Dawes were co-hostesses to
the Missionary Society of the First
Christian Church on February 5.
Mrs. Harry Murphey, President,
was in charge of the meeting.

Mrs. Wilmon Boyd, who has been
librarian here for the past 17
years, told the Woman's Club on
February 2 that the library has a
total of 2,857 volumes, with a circulation of 6,337 and 1,522 regular
borrowers.

Rev. Sam Ed Bradley. newly appointed pastor of the First Baptist
Church of this city, conducted hiS
initial services on February 4, with
large congregations to welcome

John Adams, one of Fulton's
oldest citizens, observed his 85th
birthday on January 31, with members of the family and friends calling on him.

100 YmFa' r4 rs Ago This Week - I
et; .histtir'ical review of the Civil .War',:tay by day in Kene,tuck', as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil Wir Cominisstiel
;
•
By JOB
One hundred years ago this week,
Gov. Thomas E. Bramlette transmitted to the Kentucky legislature
a joint resolution of the United
States Congress proposing an
amendment to the Constitution
abolishing slavery. The governor
did not make a recommendation
that KentOcky ratify the amendment, but he did state arguments
that had been advanced in favor of
ratification.
The message pointed out that an
1833 act abolishing slavery in
Great Britain had appropriated
20,000.000 pounds (then equivalent
to nearly $100,000,000) to compensate the owners. "It cannot be,"
Bramlette said, "that our government will be less just, if we accept the amendment upon condition that the assessed value of
1864 be paid to the state to compensate owners who are to be affected by the proposed amendment. Our slave property was assessed for taxation in 1860, before
the war began, at a total of $107,494,527. In 1863 the effect of rebellion and unfriendly legislation
reduced the valuation to $57,511,770,
and in 1864 to $34,179,246."
The message got a cool reception, and it was apparent at once
that there was no enthusiasm
among the legislators for taking
any action favorable to abolition.
Members of the General Assembly
were overwhelmingly in favor of
the Union, but Kentucky Unionists
in general had taken that side because they favored preserving the
Union and not because they were
opposed to slavery. An attempt to
pees the question to the voters was
made in a resolution offered in the
House of Representatives by E. H.
Smith of Grant County to conduct
a referendum at the August election. but no action was taken on it.
The Louisville Journal it rebru-

ary 10 announced: "Maj. Gen.
John M. Palmer of Illinois has
been appointed to command in
Kentucky. Thank God and President Lincoln!" It was not because
of any admiration for Palmer that
the newspaper was rejoicing, but
because the appointment of a new
commander of the Military District
of Kentucky meant an end to the
rule of Maj. Gen. Stephen G. Burbridge, who had been in command
since February 15, 1964. In an
article published last year in the
Register of the Kentucky Historical Society, L. L. Valentine, president and general manager of the
Franklin Favorite, asserted that
Burbridge's assuming command
marked "the beginning of the
blackest and bloodiest year in Kentucky history." That was the year
which was about to come to an end
100 years ago this week.
Among the Confederate soldiers
who were prisoners of war at
Camp Douglas, in Illinois, were
1663 Kentuckians. During the week
under review a poll was taken to
find out how many of them would
wish to return to Confederate Army
service if exchanges could be arranged. It was announced that
1422, more than 85 per cent of them
still wanted to resume fighting for
the South.

Education is a wonderful thing see what kind of an answer comes
these days, but I found out some- out.
thing last weekend that kind of
startled me. Twenty-five years ago
I think it's a whole lot more enI had a college degree from a highthese days running a small
ly-rated journalism school, and I joyable
being able to treat peoand
paper
was educated, and I was right up
human
beings rather that
like
ple
to snuff. But now, after doing statistics. If I
want to End out
practical work in journalism, and
on,
I can take a
going
what's
radio, and communications and
up Lake Street and across
luivertising of various sorts, I find swing
tracks, and out to the edge of
I am nearly completely uneducat- the
and I'll have a pretty good
town
ed. And here I thought I had been
opinion in an hour. And on a lot of
making progress, and instead have
things I don't even need to go ask
been going backwards.
anybody at all, just use common
I arrived at this startling con- sense reasoning. But on the nationclusion after spending last week- al scene, it isn't so easy. You hire
end at the University of Kentucky a poll-taking organization, and
at a Journalism symposium attend- they sample public opinion, and
ed by college professors from they put that in a computing maaround the country. At the sessions chine, and they have to add "variI attended some of them unloaded ables" that have influenced opintheir current formulas and elm- ions, such as the fact that the weaelusions and their projections and ther may be below zero, and the
their frameworks for action, and Viet Cong have just bombed a U.
this stuff is so far beyond my S. barracks, and the President has
world of operations I have con- a cold, and it is near tax-paying
cluded that my alleged education time, and that Vice-President
has completely disappeared.
Humphrey should have gone to the
Education at the college level Churchill funeral, etc., etc. Kinda
and post-grad level in public com- like mixing up a salad with a lot
munications (radio, TV, news- of ingredients, and then putting it
paper, etc.) deals with reactions in the sausage grinder and what
and behavior patterns of huge comes out is the answer, correctly
masses of people, the professors flavored to the moment.
tell us. So when they talk about a
I could go on and on. I got real
TV program having an audience of educated last weekend.
50 million, or ditto for a radio network, or even a newspaper with a
Seriously, Dr. Oswald and the
circulation of a half million, they
entire University of Kentucky have
talk in terms of behavior patterns,
a fine program mapped for 1965
and motivations, and they get out
honoring the 100th year of UK. The
their computing machines to figCentennial will be a broad affair
ure out how many million people
extending into many activities, and
will do such if they say such, and I am
sure that all UK alumni
how many additional more million
everywhere will boost the obserwill react thusly if they change vance
all they can. UK has a
their pitch thusly. In dealing with strong
program of advancement
masses, everything has to be re- mapped to
start off its next 100
duced to a mathematical formula years and
is going places. And if
that can be fed into a computing you've
been out of school very
machine, it seems.
long, you ought to go back and
It makes one feel a little silly to discover just how uneducated you
realize that there is so such thing are. Nothing happens like it used
as an "individual" any more. You to.
and I, my friend, are only statistics to anyone engaged in the
mass public communication field!
We Need Industrial Park
t" of this sounds crazy, But it is
true, and while I have to laugh at
it a bit, I still respect it and don't
belittle our young people who are
getting educated thusly. College
graduates in the public communications field are going to tremendous jobs right off the bat,
and at UK they tell me that starting salaries right out of college
start as high as $150 a week, so
more power to them, and to any of
you who read this who may have
college ahead of you.
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I don't mind anything going up
except the national debt. And I
wonder when the time -WM ever
come when it will dawn on our
national congress that they cannot
spend more each year than they
take in and still stay solvent; I'd
like for someone to feed that fact
into a computer sometime and
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Need Moneg for Feed or Feeders?

from your PCM
We'll provide money to help you feed out hogs, c-4'le or
sheep...do it with a loan that works for you in a number
of important ways:
Low Interest...the rate is low and you pay only for the
money actually used and for the time it's used.
Personal Service...your loan is planned by men who
know agriculture...who can tailor credit to fit your needs.
Ownership...PCA is owned by the people who use its
services... your loan makes you a member-owner.
Production Credit Associations are now serving more than
a half-million farmers and feeders. Stop in, get the details.

t
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PCA LOANS

H-BOMBS
One Internal Revenue agent was
momentarily shocked by a telephone question from a lady who
asked how she shark' meet a certain type of interest.
"Interest on what?" asked the
agent.
"II-Bombs," answered the lady.
"What was that again?" asked
the agent
"I'm sorry," said the lady, "I
meant H Bonds."

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn.
Hickman, Ky.
Plisse UN
JOHN P. WILSON
Neil Off. NW

WARIBIN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clintak Ky.
Phase 01.-34111
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Hrs. Carey Frields

to be resting more comfortably at
her home _near here, Where she
has been very ill the past few
weeks.

Mrs. T. T. Harris returned to ben
home near here on Saturday from
Rillview Hospital,- where
iiiderwent surgery a few weeks ago.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
She is resting quite comfortably at
this writing, which all her many regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
friends will be glad to know.
11 a. m., also the evening service
Mrs. Mary Bynum has tmder- following the BTU service.
gone surgery in a Mayfield hos"Get Well" wishes are sent to
pital and is reported to be as well
as expected, so we send "Get Burns Westbrook, who had surgery
Well" wiehes to her that she may in Western Baptist Hospital in Pavery quickly be restored to former ducah several days ago. Mr. Westbrook was a former resident of this
health.
section.
Profound sympathy is extended
to the family of Ambrose McClain, It's amazing how happy the
64, whose death occurred the past birds, our feathered friends, are.
week, following a heart attack. There comes a warmer day when
Funeral services were held at they flitter here and there chirpRhodes Chapel church and burial ing, singing their spring-like songs,
in Williams Cemetery, with Jack- after a siege of cold, snowy, icy
son's Funeral Home in charge of weather, when there is no food
available. I hope my friends and
all the arrangements.
all readers of this column found
Mrs. Haldon Glover is reported time to put out some food for the
little creatures only a week ago.
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By Mrs. Charles Lowe

by Camille Glenn
Dear Camille,
A few months ago we were visiting a friend of mine who lives in
Quebec. While there she served a
most exciting dish called Quiche
Lorraine. We call it cheese pie, but
it was not sweet. Do tell me something about it. It was d-e-l-i-c-io-u-s!
L. E.
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Woman makes the home...we make the loan
A woman's touch

makes a home, but good financing
makes it a happier home to own. Want to buy or build
this year? Let us help with the financing. For a home
loan tailored to your needs, come in and ask to see one
of our home loan specialists.
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The
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Mks plans to construct
a rehabilitation camp for delinguist Strict° be operated by the
that I love, and all of it is "do State Departmets of Child Welahead" . . . elegant and easy.
fare.
Black Bean Soup (w.. a slice of
The center, first -such facility
lemon and Sherry)
for girls in Kentucky, would house
Cold Asparagus Salad (%. 'b
some 30 youngesters ages 10 to
.vinaigrette (tressing)
IS. The Mild Welfare Department
Cheese Pie
now operates two camps for deFresh Fruit in Season
linquent
boys and has two others
Coffee
under construction, Commissioner
HINTS
Richard J. Clendenen said.
When Quiche Lorraine is made
with cheese, it usually calls for Most of the girls selected for
Swiss or Gruyere, but if you are the new center would be transpartial to the cheddar flavor—full ferred from Kentucky Village near
Lexington where last year the
steam ahead.
average daily population included
120 girls and 347 boys.
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We Need Industrial Park
Visit Local Stores First

A nice crowd attended service at
Johnson Grove and at Sunday
School at Chappell Hill yesterday.
Everyone seems to like the new
pastor, Bro. Jack Rushing.
Mrs. Larry Hicks spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Almus Polsgrove. Mrs. Hicks is in
college in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford, of
Dyersburg, spent Sunday with relatives here.
Mrs. Jack Lowe entered Hillview Hospital Sunday night and
will undergo surgery today (Monday). We wish an early recovery
for her.
Since our last writing, our old
friend and neighbor, Mrs. Myrtle
Orleans, passed away. We extend
sympathy to her nephew Bill Cashon and family.

We Need Industrial Park

DUCK'S 24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Phone 126 or 1678

_

DUCK'S DX

I

106 W. State Line
Phone 126

Visit Local Stores First
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WASHINGTON —With controlled
light and chemicals, plant scientists can transform the stemmy
summer-blooming marigold into a
low, bushy, year-round house plant.
Since it takes only two months
from seed to sale, the marigold is
expected to become a popular florist item.
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Jewelry Company
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arrived overseas in in February
1964.
The 25-year-old soldier is a 1958
graduate of Hickman High School.

News From Our
Beys In The

'stalled

MARIGOLD MADE INTO
HOUSE PLANT

• PIERCE STATION

Quiche Lorraine (Keesh-Lohrain) is a very old and time-honored French tart or pie made of
eggs, cream and smoked bacon
and cooked ,in a crust; it is great
. . . really great! In Lorraine,
France where it originated it is
As soon as the custard filling is
served as an hors d'oeuvre or as a
remove it from the oven.
firm,
snack. We add cheese to the mixture just as they do in Switzer- Any oustard will curdle if it is
WE BUY,
SCHOOL DROPOUT QUITS
land and serve it as an entree. I cooked too long or at too high a
PENITENTIARY, TOO
can think of nothing that is more temperature. (The protein in the
S/11,L and TRADE
delicious and exciting for a lunch- milk and egg is the culprit in the
Boulder, Col. — The school-dropeon, an informal Sunday night sup- case.) The fat content in cream inout problem took a new twist at
per, or for your own deserving self hibits curdling; that is one reason
the University of Colorado.
why it is well to use cream. Cream
than . . .
us a tastier product too. (I
gives
A student's correspondent course
heard what you said ... but cream
CHEESE PIE
corner
back.
one
came
lesson
In
New and Used Shotguns.
is not as high in calories as that
the Post Office had stamped: "Re(Quiche Lorraine)
Pistols, Rifles
candy you ate today!)
turn to sender. Moved. Left no ad- Pie Crust For Nine-Inch Pie
dress." In the other corner the
Lb. Cheese (Swiss, Gruyere or
TO THE WISE
Leader Sporting Goods warden at the State Penitentiary 14sharp
Cheddar)
Quiche must have a creamy lusc414 LAKE ST.
PHONE WI had penciled a notation, "Escap1 tablenpoon Flour
ious filling and a very thin crunchy
ed."
1 Cup Cream or Milk
crust. That duet of textures leaves
3 Eggs (whole)
nothing to be desired. It is the
Salt and Cayenne Pepper to
epitome of fine Cooking.
taste
This recipe may sound compliLine pie pan with your favorite
flaky crust. Pick crust with a fork cated, but it isn't. It is as down
to keep it from popping up and to earth as apple pie. I tested it on
leaving the pan or cover the crust my beloved 1800 guinea pigs and
FOR YOUR
with oil paper and weigh it down they loved it.
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
with dried beans or rice while
VAR I ATIONS
cooking.
• FARMER'S LIABILTTY COVERAGE
Several slices of crisp bacon laid
Bake in a PREHEATED 450 de" FARM LOANS
grees oven for 10-15 minutes or un- over the cheese before adding the
OFFICE PHONE 5
til crust is a very light brown. Re- custard is traditional and very
208 MAIN STREET
move the oil paper and beans a good. Baked shredded ham can be
FULTON, KENTUCKY
used or slivers of broiled Canadian
few minutes before it is done.
Grate or shred cheese and dredge bacon. If you are feeding a hungry
with 1 tablespon flour. Distribute man I would add the meat!! If
the cheese in the bottom of the you have no bacon or ham, lay
cooled crust. Beat eggs until fluf- some strips of cheese over the
fy. Add cream or milk. Mix. Salt top of the custard just before you
and pepper to taste. Pour over the pop it into the oven. It comes out
cheese. Set in a PREHEATED looking very grand - very grand in325 degree oven for approximately deed! Your family will be so proud
.
30 minutes or until the custard of you.
tests done. Insert a knife in the • Mrs. Glenn has been food dicustard; when the custard no long- rector of teh Highland Presbyterian
er sticks to the knife, it is done. Church in Louisville for many
Serve hot or cold. Quiche can be years. She often refers to the
baked early and heated again at Presbyterians as her beloved
the finish line. Here is a menu guinea pigs.
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Gourmet Corner

7TH INFANTRY DIV., KOREA—
Army Specialist Four James L.
Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
B. Harris, Route 4, Fulton, Ky.,
participated in Exercise ROLL
BACK, a five-day winter field
training exercise in Korea that
ended Jan. 22.
During the maneuvers Specialist
Harris and other members of the
7th Infantry Division received extensive training in defensive combat operations, with mock attacks
launched against them to test their
preparedness.
Harris, a lineman in Headquarters Company in the division's 7th
Supply and Transport Battalion,
arrived overseas in February 1964.
The 25-year-old soldier is a 1958
graduate of Hickman High School.

FORT KOBBE, CANAL ZONE—
Army Specialist-Four Michael D.
Dockery, son o/ Hr. and Mrs.
Floyd Dockery, Route 1, Hickman,
Ky., was named soldier of the
month for Company A of the 108th
Infantry's 3d Battalion at Fort
Kobbe, Canal Zone, Jan. 5.
A machinegunner in the company, Specialist Dockery was selected for his soldieiiy appearance,
knowledge and performance of
duties and military courtesy.
The 19-year-old soldier entered
the Army in May 1962 and was
last stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.
He attended Fulton County High
School:y.0P'

AMARILLO, Tex. — Airman
Third Class Billie M. McAlister,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister
of Water Valley, Ky., has graduated from the technical training
course for U. S. Air Force jet air7TH INFANTRY DIV.,— Army craft mechanics at Amarillo AFB,
Specialist Four James L. Harris, Tex.
Airman McAlister, who was
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Harris, Route 4, Fulton, ,Ky., par- trained to repair current Air Force
ticipated in Exercise ROLL BACK, jet fighters, is being assigned to a
a five-day winter field training U. S. Air Forces in Europe
exercise in Koreat hat ended Jan. (USAFE) unit at Toul-Rosieres Air
Base, France. His squadron sup22.
During the maneuvers Specialist ports the USAFE mission of proHarris and other members of the viding the major air contribution
716 Infantry Division received ex- for defense of the NATO countries.
The airman is a graduate of
tensive training in defensive combat operations, with mock at- South Fulton (Tenn.) High School.
their preparedness.
14 1/4
Harris, a lineman in HeadquarRENO, Nev. — Staff Sergeant
ters Company to the division's 7th Francis L. Nightingale, son of Mr.
Supply and Ilranseost Battalion, and Mrs. Howard N. Nightingale of
Newport. N. Y., has completed the
rigorous U. S. Air Force survival
and special training course conducted by the Air Training Command at Stead AFB, Nev.
Sergeant Nightingale, an aircraft crew chief, received combattype escape and evasion training to
enable him to survive under adverse climatic conditions and hostile environments.
The sergeant, Who attended
Herkimer (N. Y.) High School, is
being assigned to Viet Nam.
Sergeant Nightingale's wife, Lillian, is the daughter of Ed Hicks
of R. D. 1, Water Valley, Ky.

6 Years Old 90 Proof

AGAIN, AGAIN, AGAINI

GREEN LABEL
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY
HEAVEN Hill DISTILLERIES. WC. SARDSTOWH. NetSON COUNTY, ICIIHTUMY

The life of a bill collector isn't
all bad. Practically everyone asks
him to call again.
Ken Kindred, Houston

Order Your TOUCH-TONE Phone Now
Fulton has been selected to have the
newest, most advanced telephone yet.. .
the Touch-Tone phone. Imagine, you just
push the buttons and listen to the pleasant electronic sounds "dial" your number — faster than regular dial phones.
But even more than this, the Touch-Tone
phone is the revolutionary basis for truly
amazing services to come in future
years. Tests and experiments are now
being made so that one day you may be
able to do such things as turn on your
electric oven or start your lawn sprinkler
simply by calling home on the Touch-

Tone phone. Some of these fabulous future possibilities will again be on exhibition at the New Rork World's Fair.
See this exciting new phone at your Telephone Company Business Office . . . and
place your order right away. And you'll
be ready to go when dial service comes
•
to our town later this year.

Southern Bell

Choose Your Touch-Tone Phone From These Styles, Now!

The Princess (R) Touch-Tone
for bedroom, living room or den.

The Desk Set Touch-Tone
lent for aily location.

WRIOLA x"...i.r•••• .

Miss Sylvia Kay Morris And
Mr. Daniel Robbins Married
The stately Gothic sanctuary-.of the First Methodist
Church provided a beautiful setting for the wedding of
Miss Sylvia Kay Morris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Morris, and Daniel Joe Robbins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Robbins, which was solemnized at seven thirty
o'clock in the evening on December the twenty ninth.
The Reverend William T. Barnes, minister of the
church, officiated, using an impressive double ring ceremony.

Punch was served from a crystal
service.
Mrs. James Holt presided at the
register. Assisting in receiving
and serving the guests were: Mrs.
Jerry Hawks, Miss Priscilla Alley,
Miss Donna Snyder, Mrs. Paul
Nanney and Mrs. John Thompson.

Medi-Card Identification
_Save A Child's Life
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Fred Stokes, Jr.
Named Officer.
In Oil Group

R. Peal Westphofing, 11:$
Arrangements have been com- lotted a tremendous amount of
When Mr. and Mrs. Robbins left pleted for students of all County money to material on the subject
The Bulldogs scored an impresfor their wedding trip Mrs. Robbins schools to join others in this area and mailing informative acticles
Fred Stokes, Jr., of the Stokes
was wearing a three piece suit of and across the nation in a pro- to over 4,000 publications. They sive victory over the Fulton CounCompany in Hickman, was
Oil
pure silk linen. Her accessories gram of medical Identification, seek a goal of full participation in ty Pilots 56-40 here Friday night.
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the
complemented her suit. They will according to a spokesman of the our country without any regula- Herold Hutcherson led
Petroleum Marketers
Kentucky
make their home in Murray, Ken- 50-STATE RED-CARD program. tion or legislation, as in other with 36 points and 30 rebounds.
Association at its annual meeting
at
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are
both
where
tucky,
Medical I. D., that is a personal countries.
At the end of the first quarter, in Louisville last week. Associated
Murray State College.
Certainly their information is
record of one's physical condition
the Pilots had a slight majority. with his late father in the oil busibecause there is no betof town guests attending the in their possession at all times correct,
Out
In the dressing room at ball time, ness for many years, Mr. Stokes
The traditional wedding scheme chrysanthemums in the hues of the wedding and reception included could be the outstanding life sav- ter "estimate" or more tragic than Coach Yates and the Bulldogs had has been active in petroleum
ac- the death certificate of a diabetic a fairly good margin.
of green and white was carried out attendants' frocks.
groups on the county, state and
Mrs. H. W. Howard and Bobby ing program of world history,
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Mr. and Mrs. James ticipation of Medical I. D., with died of an allergy,
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Tennessee;
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80,000 lives bothered to
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ceeded Robert T. rewis, J. Heber
identical Butler from Wood River, Illinois; result in the saving of
was placed directly behind the Cleta Beggs. They wore
annually in our country, over tion. The AMA can point to shock- final score was 56-40, a 16-point Lewis Oil Co., Burnside. Heerde
and
Graf
William
Mrs.
and
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satin,
bronze
golden
floral Arrangement. Many tall fros.ka of
number being among ing figures on loss of life, but deficit for County.
was second vice president of the
length and Karen Graf, Mr. and Mrs. Harold 20,000 of this
possibly even more important are
wrought iron candelabras, holding which were street
children.
our
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very
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tall white candles, were placed in
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matched and Stephen Sharber from Murray, which our students
teams came back on the floor, but, mittee of the Kentucky Petroleum
Smaller groups of candles were skirts. Their accessories
and Mrs. Johrmy pate consists of a medical record reduction of suffering and the instead of playing basketball, it Council and chairman of the oil
Mr.
Kentucky;
nosea
carried
Each
gowns.
their
billions, yes billions, of dollars
placed at intervals along the commen's association of the State of
en- Thompson, Jeff Thompson and Jan card perfected Over years of study
munion rail. Sprays of white flow- gay made of a large gardenia
in man hours and medical appeared to be a mild game of Vermont.
saved
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to
necessary
everything
give
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Benton, Kentucky,
from
Thompson
cords.
gold
tiny
with
circled
football.
ers caught with satin ribbons
person's well being in an emerg- expenses.
The association, in its closing
Little Miss Jan Thompson was an and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Edwards
marked the place of the ceremony.
or when obtaiking medical
ency
The AMA Committee points out
One other thing I might mention, business session, adopted a resoluTennessee.
City,
Union
from
a
wearing
girl,
flower
enchanting
ribsatin
Handsome bows of white
attention. First grade students that the little girl who has been the Bulldogs did an excellent job tion condemning President Johnbouffant frock of yellow embroidbons marked the reserved pews.
Following the rehearsal of the will be furnished a card each year hospitalized once for an insect from the gratis line.
son's intention to raise highway
petals
ered organza. She scattered
As the guests assembled, Mrs. from a dainty lace basket. Mike Robbins - Morris wedding party at once the program is installed so bite or a boy who bleeds freely
user taxes to meet a $5.8 billion
Frank LeMaster, organist, gave a Hawks carried the rings on a satin the First Methodist on the twenty that it remains permanent. It is from a minor injury is probably estimates, this number of cards deficit in funds needed to complete
eighth of January nineteen hundred carried in a special red case. Pub- in far greater need of protection
program of nuptial music, includ- pillow.
local doctors save the interstate highway system by
and sixty five, Mr. and Mrs. Roy lic safety officials, such as State of this information on their per- will help our
Bond,
by
Truly"
You
ing "I Love
1972.
period.
Nanney served the
Warren
12-month
a
in
life
a
"Because" by DeHardelot, "Savi- groom as best man. The ushers Robbins, parents of the groom, Troopers and local police are be- son than even one of the serious
The association also adopted a
The RED-CARD program is set resolution blasting the Breathitt
our, Like A Shepherd Lead Us," were Marty Fox, Jim Burton, Vir- were hosts at an attractively plan- ing alerted to look for "the red danger cases of diabetes or even
ned rehearsal party in the dining card" in all emergencies and, in epilepsy. There are over 200 up to the end of everyone event- administration for its refusal to
and "A Wedding Prayer." Miss gil Craven and Bobby Howard.
room of the church. The long fact, carry the card for their own known allergies, with one of every ually having it. The next phase is reverse its policy of building and
Joyce Binford, soloist, sang "Alwedding,
For her daughter's
ten persons being dangerously extending the card of large com- leasing commercial facilities in
ways", "0 Promise Me" by De- Mrs. Morris chose a handsome tables arranged in a U shape were protection.
with arrangements of
Completion of the card or carry- allergic to the common tetanus munity groups, of labor, farm, service plazas on Kentucky toll
Koven, and "One Hand, One dinner dress of champagne lace centered
civic and veteran organizations.
Heart." Strains of the Barnby over pure silk. The lace bodice white chrysanthemums with emer- ing it requires no special trouble shot.
roads.
Wedding Hymn,"0 Perfect Love," was designed with brief sleeves. ald fern and white satin ribbons. or any expense to the parents or
The RED-CARD program is
groom
and
bride
the
of
gifts
an individuaL .All doctors are co- bringing out that few parents
were heard from the organ just Her accessories matched her dress The
Be Sure and Register To Vote
B.Sure and Register To Vote
before the processional. The tradi- and her corsage was a green cym- to their attendants were placed at operating in this work, but no have ever disclosed to a teacher
person.
each
of
place
the
required.
are
examinations
special
tional Processional from Wagner bidium orchid. Her hat was of
any special condition of their
It is pointed out that where the child that warrants attention.
and the Recessional from Men- shaded velvet petals, harmonizing
For the party the bride-elect
blood type or other information With over five million children
delssohn were used for the en- with her dress.
wore a stylish taupe knitted dress
not known, this should simply being treated by doctors for a resis
trance of the bridal party and for
the
of
Mrs. Robbins, mother
with touches of a darker brown.
be left blank until the next visit piratory ailment, it seem no parrecessional. The bride was escort- groom, chose a peacock silk cosaccessories were brown and
Her
to a physician.
ed to the altar by her brother, tume suit. The dress, which feaent has ever thought to advise the
she was given a white carnation
It is emphatically pointed out teacher of this. School authorities
Billy Mac Morris, and was given tured a deep lace encrusted neckcorsage. Mrs. Robbins wore a
in marriage by her father.
line, was accented with a match- fuchsia silk frock with matching by the program representative are acclaiming the program for
that the doctor should be consult- the designation of a doctor to be
The striking brunette bride wore ing silk jacket. Her hat was made jacket. Mrs. Morris, mother of the
ed in a danger condition, where called, if for no other reason.
a handsome formal wedding gown entirely of silk roses, matching bride, wore a knitted suit in beige.
a person is under regular medical
A State Safety Commissioner
a
was
corsage
her
,and
dress
her
organza
silk
fashioned of pure
Replacements of the cards said, "Aside from the medical
care.
honothe
included
guest
list
The
poised over bridal silk taffeta. The pink cymbidium orchid.
Following the ceremony, Mr. rees, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Morris, that go in the red case will be value, the public will find a propfitted bodice was designed with a
obtained, when needed, er identification card on our chilportrait neckline, which was en- and Mrs. Morris entertained with Reverend and Mrs. W. T. Barnes, easily
doctors, health centers and dren too young to carry a driver's
crusted with handsome Alencon a reception in the church dining Mr. and Mrs. Frank LeMaster, from
Tommy LeMaster, Mr. and Jerry other locations in the community. license to be one of the finest prolace. The long fitted sleeves were room.
The Committee of the American grams ever instigated for public
Hawks, Mike Hawks, Mr. and Mrs.
covered
The bride's table was
fastened with tiny, silk covered
with welfare."
buttons. At either side of the with a floor-length taffeta cloth. Johnny Thompson, Jan Thompson, Medical Association working
that
say
D.
I.
Medical
on
others
Mrs.
Over 2,000 cards are being used
and
Mr.
Joyce
Binford,
Miss
was
festoons
in
caught
net
silken
White
• waistline were tailored
bows. Festoons of the lovely lace held with clusters of lilies of the Billy Mac Morris, Mr. and Mrs. everyone should carry a card and in this first phase of the program
as in our county, with all school perencrusted the skirt. The controlled valley. The three-tiered wedding Bill Wade, Mr. and Mrs. Nicky the 40,000,000 persons they list
disalso
should
cases"
"danger
Mr.
sonnel and public officials also ofCleta
Beggs,
Miss
on
Forrester,
elevated
tier
each
with
skirt developed into a cathedral cake,
train. Her tiered veil of imported fluted columns, was topped with and Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. play the International Symbol fered the card. According to the
illusion fell from a dainty queen's a miniature bride and groom. Tall Cecil Wade, Mrs. James Holt, of Medical Identification in a
crown. The bridal bouquet was ar- white candles were placed on the Marty Fox, Warren Nanney, Jim durable form to more quickly
ranged with white giant chrysan- table, and crystal and silver ap- Burton, Virgil Craven and Bobby draw attention to their condition.
The world-wide definition of the
themums, with a spray of smaller pointments enhanced its beauty. Howard.
symbol is, "Look for Medical Information on My Person."
Medical Identification is not
4/5 QUART
only a national program of the
AMA and other safety minded
groups, but is an international
Eighteen Fulton County 4-H club
program. It is admitted by those
;2.85 I ;1.45
in the work Ihat this is one thing leaders attended a conference last
at
5th,
February
morning,
Friday
kept
not
PINT I 1/2 PINT
in which our country has
up. Medical I. D. was proven of the Hickman-Fulton RECC assemb$45.75 Case of Fifths
(Thursday) afternoon in White- tremendous value in life saving ly room, to study 4-H Philosophy
Two men were fatally injured lided at the crest of a hill.
pointed
study
at
This
Union
Home
Funeral
Objectives.
in some countries in Europe over and
and a youth was seriously injured
Mr. Wall was a passenger in the Ranson
in a head-on collision near Union car being driven by Mr. Harrison. City, with Bro. Ernest Abston, pas- fifty years ago. It is today com- out that major emphasis in the
tor of the Hickman Church of pulsory by law and regulation of county 4-H club program should
City Tuesday.
Mr. Poole was traveling alone.
be given to the development of
State police reported the deaths
Mr. Harrison was a member of Christ, officiating. Burial will be many countries.
in
boys
and girls into good citizens.
Liberty
Cemetery.
in
work
FulThe
45,
efforts
of
Harrison,
present
Wesley
He
of John
the Hickman Church of Christ.
by
country
was
this
complimented
ton Route 4, and Frank Wall, 75, is survived by his wife, Mrs. AnThe
group will have another sesa
a
was
bachelor,
Wall,
Mr.
Cayce, Ky., after the car in which nie Haynie Harrison; a son, John member of a prominent Cayce the World Medical Association at sion soon to reorganize the county
they were riding collided with one Billy Harrison, Cayce; two daugh- family and was a retired farmer. their July meeting in Finland with council and to complete plans for
being driven by Monty Ray Poole, ters, Miss Sandra Harrison and His only survivors are a sister, the adaptation of the AMA Sym- this year's program. Leaders at17, Union City Route 4.
Mrs. Charles Curlin, both of Cayce; Mrs. Lee Atwill of Chicago; a bol for International use, to re- tending were: Miss Myra Scearce,
Mr. Poole, the son of Mr. and six brothers, Roy Harrison of niece, Mrs. Paul A. Laine, Chicago, place the several already in use. Mrs. Zoma Moss, Mrs. N. F. SutMrs. Dock Poole of the Shady Cayce, Hubert Harrison of Union and a brother-in-law, Clem Atwill This Red Symbol will begin to ton, Mrs. Henry Bra wner, Mrs.
have national Nid world wide David Diumagan and Mrs. Roy M.
Grove community, was admitted City, Herman, Jack and Robert of near Cayce.
publicity to thaa. extent that all Taylor.
to the Obion County Hospital, Harrison of Fulton Route 4, and W.
Funeral services for Mr. Wall people will eventually know it.
where his condition was listed as H. Harrison, Hickman Route 4; two
Mrs. Donald Mabry, Mrs. Albert
The medicarnsrofession's facts Moss, Mrs. John C. Bondurant,
serious.
sisters, Mrs. Irene Brockwell, Har- will be held today (Thursday) at
The accident occurred about 3:45 -ris Station, Tenn., and Mrs. Virgil 1:30 p. m. in the Cayce Methodist and figures behtnd this work are Mr. and Mrs. Richard Adams, Carl
p. m. on the Section Line Road, Younger, E. St. Louis, Ill., and Church, with Rev. Luther Clark astounding and tragic. In the past Mikel, Elmer Hixson, Mrs. Bobby
officiating. Interment, in charge of they have made a diligent effort Curlin, Mrs. M. F. Glidewell, Jr.,
a country road east of Union City. three grandchildren.
Funeral services for Mr. Harri- Whitnel Funeral Home, will be in to educate and arouse the public. Mrs. John Watts and Mrs. Baker
Sgt. Bill Moore, of the Tennessee
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY GLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, V1NTUCKY
For several years the AMA has al- Minton.
State Police, said the two cars col- son will be held at two o'clock this the Cayce Cemetery.
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EVERYTHING WILL BE ON SALE TOMORROW .. FHIDAY, FEB. 12TH. . 9 A. M. TO 9 P. N.... ALL 4 STORES
. . ALL IN ONE • . . ATTEN D ONE OR ALL FOUR
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All Sales Final
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Save
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40%
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Friday Morning
9 O'Clock
Opening Hour Special

Friday Morning
9 O'Clock
Opening Hour Special

Friday Morning
9 O'Clock
Opening Hour Special

Reg. 70.00

Reg. 6.95

Rig. te 7.50

Reg. to 12.95

MEWS SUITS

MEWS JACKETS

MEN'S BELTS

BOYS' PANTS

tSPECIAL GROUP)
Many, many tine wants suits.
Shorts, regulars, longs. Dozens of
styles, fabrics, and colors,

Fins quality lockets. Most all
aim. spacial groups from our
Regular stock,

Dozens of styles, loathers. and
colors. Extra fins silt& gain
stock must be sold,

Many fine quality pants for your
selection. Entire stock is on sale
and must be sold.

Close-out
price

a

Friday Morning "
9 O'Clock
Opening Hour Special

Close-out 4) 07
price

18•96

Close-out
price
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MEN'S SLACKS

4.97

Men's Slacks
Reg. 15.95

9.47

Men's Slacks

MEN'S SWEATERS
All of our famous Brand Sweaters to be sold out.
Many styles and colors. Practically all sizes.
Reg. 8.95

Men's Sweaters 4,97

Friday Morning
9 O'Clock
Opening Hour Special

MEN'S
SLACKS

Entire stock to to sold. Extra final
quality Boys' coats. Many colors,
fabrics, and styles.

A tremendous ',election of finest
qualify Boys' stliftt. Most all SIMS.

Many
'Most quality Topcoats.
styles, fabrics. and colors for
Your selection.

A large group of fine quality
Slacks from our regular stock.
Many Colors and Fabrics.
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price

Men's Suits

65.00 Men's Topcoats 18.96

Reg. to 60.00

18.96
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75.00 Men's Topcoats 29.86

Men's Suits

18.67

Reg. 49.50 Men's

Sport Coats

22.76

28.97
MEN'S DRESS HATS

Reg. to 65.00
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497

Reg. 39.50 Men's

Sport Coats

Men's Suits „.
Men's Suits
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price

A tremendous selection and assortment of fine
quality coats. A color, size, and pattern for
everyone. All must go.

Reg. to 55.00

Reg.

18096

Men's Sport Coats

Hundreds of styles, patterns and colors. Practically
any Fabric in shorts, regulars, longs, stouts.

32.87
35.87

TremenJous selection of Men's Fine quality,
Erz.nd name Hats. _
.!

Reg. to 11.95

1;.97

Men's Hats
Reg. to 12.95

Men's Sweaters 8,97
BOYS' JACKETS

MEN'S DRESS SHOES

BOYS' DRESS SHIRTS

Famous nationally advertised Brands. Enrire stock to
be sold out. Many styles for your selection.

Entire stock of fine quality, Famous Brand Dress
shirts to be sold out. All sizes for little and large.

Rig.

Reg. 2.50

Entire stock to be sold out. Fabulous selection
at great discounts to you.
4
R :95
1

Reg. 6.50

Boys'Jackets
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Fabulous stock of fine topcoats. Light, Medium, and
Heavy weights. Tremendous savings to you. Finest
quality coats.

70.00 Men's Topcoats 24.97
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Opening Hour Special
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MEN'S SUITS

Reg.
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Men's Hats

8.67

Men's Sport Shirts
Entire stock of Fine quality Name Brand shirts
to be sold out. Many styles, colors and fabrics
for your selection.
3.95 Men's
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Miss Tozzi, Lt. Robert G. Dunn Miss Speight
To Be Married In July Ceremony Among Top 20
UK Candidates

The News Reports...

SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things

A Fulton County coed, Frames
(ilia Speight, has been named
as one of 20 candidates for Outstanding Greek Woman of 1965 at
the University of Kentucky.
The naming of the outstanding
man and woman of all active
members of the sororities and
fraternities on the UK campus is
an annual affair. This year's honorees will be announced at the
Greek banquet to be held in the
Student Center, Feb. 9.
Miss Skieignt was nominated by
her sorority, Kappa Delta. Her activities on campus include membership in Owens, Link, and Mortar Board, scholastic honoraries, a
tutor in the Fneish Department,
and on the C,ornmittee of 240. She
is president of her sorority. A
senior in education, she has an
overall academic average of 3.3,
based on a 4.0 grading system.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Speight, 303 Fourth Street,
Fulton, Miss Speight graduated
from Fulton MO, Schdol.

The ground-hog says there will be about six more
weeks of winter, but we're here to say that it just ain't
so. For a visitor to our office on Tuesday brought so
much refreshing "vigah" into our lives, that we almost
went out to pluck a few March flowers. Rita Wilson,
that Fulton lovely, who possesses more charm and personality than anybody, we ever met, came in for a short
visit to tell us about some exciting plans she has for an
equally exciting future. The most important one we cannot tell right now, but we can tell you that it is so fascinating and glamorous we can hardly imagine it's happening to our very own International Banana Festival
princess.
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The event we can tell you about
is on the front page. Rita leaves
Friday en mute to Dallas, Texas
where she will appear before the
national fruit growers association
to bell all about our Festival and
our town. rf there is a better way
for these folks to learn about us,
than for Rita to expound'on the
subject, we lust don't know what it
15.
In the course of our visit Rita
told us about her good friend Jimmy Weatherly, that star quarterback at the University of Mississippi. Besides being all-SEC, and
an honorably mentioned player for
All-America, Jimmy is a very talented, and very successful, thus
far, song writer. Signed recently to
a nice contract with TwentiethCentury-Fox, Jimmy's new album
hit the airwaves last week and
Rita says its great. One side of the
record is entitled "Wise Men Never
Speak," and the flip-side is "I'm
Gonna Make It," and there are no
doubts about it in this corner.
Jimmy is from Pontotoc, Miss.

He is from a truly musical family,
yet none of them have had any formal training in the talent. The
good-looking, All-American looking guy writes his own music and
then writes the words, and his album now on the market was
brought into being with no help
from the experts.
Luckily, Jimmy is sponsored by
the Jordanaires, the same group
that made another Southern boy a
little bit famous
Elvis Presley.
Looks to me with all that talent t_
and suppeit and Rita's friendship,
too, record fans had better get a
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first -edition of Jimmy's new record. . . the way things look, it
may be a coNector's item.

I
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Last week in Lexington (See
Windage on editorial page) we attended a wonderful reception at
the Helen G. King Alumni House on
the UK campus given by Dr. and
Mrs. John Oswald, the nation's
most dynamic college leadership
team. A very friendly lady tapped
us on the back and said: "Doing
any campaigning here?" It was
Norma (Weatherspocm) Eckdahl
of the Lexington Leader-Herald.
She asked about all of you. She
advised that another Fultonian,
Andy DeMyer, who now lives in
Lexington, told her of the campaign route taken by this reporter.
Jeffrey Lee Byrd celebrated his
fourth birthday with a party given
by Ms mother, Mrs. Turney Lee
Byrd, on Thursday, January 21 at
one o'clock.
The children played with toys,
played games and did finger
painting. Each guest received a
whistle, a balloon, and a wrapped
gift of a coloring book and crayons.
After the birthday gifts were
opened, refreshments of ice cream
cones, birthday caked shaped as a
teddy bear, and Kool-Aid were served.
Those present were: Timmy and

You,/ Say theirs delicious!

.97

1.67

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THEKEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky.

Lake Street

NEW DUPONT

Randy Veatch, Tommy Lawson,
Jr., Gary Byrd, Gin:er Byrd, Mrs.
Max Veatch, Mrs. Julia Byrd, and
Mrs. Tommy Lawson. Several relatives and friends also sent gifts.
Whenever we read articles describing the morays of modernteenagedom, we look around town
with satisfaction at the wonderful
things some of our teen-age crowd
dream up. About two weeks ago,
a group of young ladies around
town, calling themselves the Explorettes, decided to reverse the
order of dating and asked the boys
for dates.
We got the story first hand from
our teen-age correspondent, who
told us it was the most fascinating
experience ever witnessed. It went
like this:
The girls called up the boys and
asked them to a lovely party held
in Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church. The girls called for
the boys at their respective homes;
walked up to the door to get them;
escorted them to the cars; opened
the door for them; walked around
the car and drove away, with the
distaff side at the steering wheel.
On arriving at Fellowship Hall, the
girls extended the same courtesies
to the young men by jumping out
of the car and opening the door
for those great big old stiffs,, and
similarly escorting them into the
Hall, taking their wraps to the
cloak-room, and serving them all
evening.
After the party the _girls took
their dates to the lciOal soft-drink
hang-out, paid for the refreshments, and wanted to tarry around
the place to visit with the gang.
This, we think is the most delightful part of the story . . . for when
the girls showed no hurry to get

tS
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(Continued on page ten)
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Mrs. Vyron Mitchell will be the
program leader for the Founders
Day program, to be observed at
the February meeting of the TerryNorman PTA today, Thursday. All
past presidents of the group will
be honored at a tea fo/knving the
program.

There Is
No
Substitute
For
Experience
OK-PARISIAN offers many years of experience.
and many trained personnel striving to give you the
best in laundry and dry cleaning services.
• Phone 130 for radio-dispatched service to
your door, or
* Bring your bundle to our call office
and Save 15%

JI
Discover how
a bourbon can be
HMSO STINE 1140111111, ii 11111 1 114 P1111 11111.111-41IT.
MB. YELLOWSTONE DISTIEEEIY

$485
1A QT.

Phone IS

- An istrons Inlaid Linoleum,
—Vinyl and Ti)..
—Downs Carveillis
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antkine

in PT.

DUCES HAZELWOOD

CLEANING

COLD STORAGE

HAT CLEANING

OR-Pweedia4t
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.

Housepa int

107 E. State Line

218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.

Phone 47

BACK at HOME
MRS. L. A.(BILL) SPRABERY
with the same warm smile and delicious food
MRS. SPRABERY HAS LEASED THE

TRAVELERS INN

Public Invited To
Hear Missionary

RESTAURANT
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

A young Methodist layman, Mr.
Loren Nussbaum who has helped
to develop and prepare Christian
literature for newly-literate people
in the Congo for five years, will
speak at Salem Methodist Church,
Saturday evening at 7:30, Feb. 13,
according to the Rev. V. W. Dungan, pastor.
Everyone is invited to hear this
outstanding man, wto is the official visiting missionary to the
Paducah District of The Methodist
Church, and to view the slides he
has taken of his work in the Congo.

PHONE 1900

I SUNDAY SPECIAL

$1.25

Mr. Heath wants to thank the people of Fulton and South Fulton for their past patronage and knows that they will continue to get
the same good service and food at

Travelers Inn

GO TO CHUECH SUNDAY

S-T-R-E-T-C-H THAT BUCK!

100R SHOE SALE
Re-Grouped and Re-Priced for

our

FINAL THREE DAYS

MENS

WOMENS

CHILDRENS

BOOTS — SHOES — DRESS

Dress Heels, Stacked Heels,
Flats and Loafers

Boys and Girls: Sizes (Small) 2
To (Big) 3. Loafers, Oxfords, Dress

$2 - 3- 4- 5 - $6

$1 - $2- $3- $4

$3- 4- 5- 6 - 7- $8
None Over or Under

NOT ALL SIZES IN ALL STYLES - - - BUT HUNDREDS OF PAIRS TO CHOOSE FROM

BAY'S Family Shoe Store

=:::7111

$155

FUR

SIMONS PAINT STORE

:

d shirts
fabrics

Barney Speight, formerly of
Fulton, but now of Hickman, announced today that the YMBC
sponsored horse show will be held
at Kitty League ball park on Friday, May 28. At the same time
Speight announced the Hickman
horse show will be Thursday, July
8.

Lucite
UPON :
:
:er
atCos.w
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FOUNDERS PROGRAM

The annual musical-comedy production at Murray State College,
"Campus Lights", will be presented February 18, 19 and 20 at MSC
auditorium. Tickets are $1.50.

Mr. and Mrs. John V. Tozzi of 24 Norman
Road, Quincy, Mass., announce the engagement
of their daughter, Miss Paula Louise Tozzi, to Lt.
(jg) Robert Glenn Dunn,Jr., USNR. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glenn Dunn of Fulton, Ky.
Miss Tozzi graduated from Archbishop Williams High School, Braintree, and is a senior at
Salve Regina College, Newport,
where she has
been a class officer for the past three years. She will
receive her Bachelor of Arts degree in mathematics.
Lieutenant Dunn graduated from Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois, where he
received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Geology and
was an officer in the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
He graduated from Officer Candidate School in
Newport, R. I., and has served on the U. S. S. Meridith for the past two years as Communications Officer. He will be an instructor at Communications
School, Newport, R. I., for his next two years of service.
The bridegroom is the grandson of Mrs. Harry
Watkins and the late Eugene Dunn of Paducah. His
maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Clint Maxfield of Fulton.
A July 10 wedding is planned.

/

THINGS TO COME

Miss Paula Torsi

el NMI NMI NM
▪
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"LIGHTS" GOING ON
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DEATHS

HOSPITAL MEWS

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

phis on Sunday.

The folitnving were patients in
Mrs. Jeanette Hicks came home
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
from the Mayfield Hospital SaturFebruary 10:
day and she's getting along very
well.
HILLVIIEW HOSPITAL
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
Mrs. Marvin Easley, Mrs. Mary
Campbell, Frank Henley, Mrs. were Saturday night visitors of the
Nell Warren, Thomas Workman, 0. F. Taylors.
Mrs. Emma Butts, Lula Mai
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr, of
Thorpe, Fulton; Mrs. E. W. Crowd- Lane Oak, attended preaching serer, Rusty Sharon, Carl Wolfe, Sr., vice at Bethlehem Sunday.
Richard and David Green, little
T. C. House is not feeling so well
Rodney Rushing, Mrs. Alonzo Wilson, Donna Johns, James Hickman, and hasn't been able to attend SunSouth Fulton; Mrs. Ada Mills, day School the last two Sundays.
Dukedom; Mrs. J. W. Smith, WaH. W. Ruddle remains in the
ter Valley; Linda Patrick, Crutch- Methodist Hospital in Memphis.
field; Mrs. Donald Riley, Hickman; He will have surgery as soon as he
H. B. Stewart, Wingo; Caen Wil- is able.
kins, Clinton; Mrs. Jack Lowe,
Mr. and Mrs. 'h-emon Rickman
Pierce; Irma Bobo, Wingo.
called to see Mrs. Ruth Weems and
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House late SunJONES HOSPITAL
MEETING TODAY
Mrs. Bob Craven and baby, Mrs. day afternoon. Other visitors were
Paul Kendall, Lester Betty, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams and
Mrs. Herman Sams, Sr., will be
Kent.
Stanley Stinnett, Mrs. Herman
hostess to the Bennett HomemakFanMrs.
Fulcher,
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. ers Club, when it meets today
Parks, Wayne
nie O'Nan, Mrs. Harry Shupe, Mrs W. D. Yates on the arrival of a (Thursday) at 10:30 its her home on
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Sloan
Dan Hastings, Mrs. W. D. Yates baby girl in Jones Hospital a few Vine Street.
of
guests
were Sunday evening
and baby, Mrs. C. M. Clark, Ful
Mrs. Grace Hoodenpyle.
Ambrose McClain ,of near Lynn- ton; J. T. Puckett, Dukedom; Mrs.
Miss Sue Ammons, of Memphis, ville, died February 3rd while en- Chester Jackson, Mrs. J. H. Butspent last week end with her par- route to Fuller-Gilliam Hospital in ler, Mrs. Durward Steele, Water
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons. Mayfield. He had been in ill health Valley; Miss. Jim Steil and baby,
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs. for several months. A farmer and Memphis.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarke mechanic, he was 64 years of age.
Funeral services were held Febwere: Mr. and Mrs. Malcomn InFULTON HOSPITAL
Burnette,
Cecil
5 in Rhodes Chapel Baptist
Mrs.
ruary
and
Mr.
man,
Mrs. Art Rudd, Ernest Hancock,
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawson, La. Church, of which he was a mem- Mrs. Roy Bard, Dan Voegeli, Mrs.
Donna and Jimmy, and Rev. Larry ber, with Rev. Les Morgam_of- Edd Powell, John Morris, Mrs.
On May 25, you will have an opportunity to choose a Representative
ficiating. Interment, in charge of Kenneth Love, Mrs. Linnie Clerk,
Dailey of McKenzie, Tenn.
in
was
Home,
We are glad Mrs. Homer Cruce Jackson's Funeral
Mrs. Charles Jones, Mrs. Stella
to Kentucky's General Assembly.
and Willie Bondurant are able to be Williams Cemetery.
Pillow, L. E. Mooneyham, Mrs.
stepa
wife;
his
are
Fulton
the
Surviving
at home, after being in
Annie Moore, Russell Bockm,an,
son, Orvil Lassiter of Mayfield; Mrs. Gary Bennett, Fulton; Mrs.
Hospital.
As one interested in State government, I have placed my name in
We are sorry Mrs. Chester Wade, two grandchildren, three great- E. J. Whitlock, Route 1, Fulton;
Mrs. Edna Alexander and Mrs. grandchildren; his mother, Mrs. Mrs. James Fukher, Route 2, Fulcontention for your consideration. I do so humbly and without preMurrell Jeffress a,re in the hospital. Lisa McClain of Palmersville; four ton; Tommy Edwards, Route 3,
Route
of
McClain
Alonzo
recovery.
brothers,
We wish thenvst speedy
Fulton; Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Route
tense of declaring that I alone can solve all of the problems confrontMr. and Mrs. Earl Tibbs spent 2, Wingo, Gordon, Lee and Stan- 4, Fulton; Mrs. James Foster, Carl
and
Palmersville,
of
son,
their
McClain
with
ford
Memphis
in
Sunday
Stroud, Mrs. Edna Alexander, Mrs.
ing residents of our legislative district.
a sister, Mrs. Ezra McAlphin of Chester Wade, Cynthia Clark, WilBobby.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sloan Palmersville.
lie McClanahan, Mrs. A. H. Brown,.
were Friday night guests of Mr.
Sr., Crutchfield; Mrs. Carsie
In our own best interest, I believe we must counsel together to
and Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
Chaney, Hickman; Mrs. Richard
Booth and baby, Wingo; Guy
to discover our needs and to find ways of providing for those needs.
Yates, Mrs. 011ie Roberts, Water
IN TRAINING
Daniel Pyron Sanford died FebRoute
Rhodes,
Oscar
Mrs.
Valley;
ruary 5 in the Meaclovrville NursShould you choose me to represent you in State government, I pro-Clothing leaders in 4-H Club pro- ing Home in Mayfield at the age 2, Water Valley; David Reed,
Doran,
K.
training
H.
Mrs.
a
Route 3, Martin;
jects are attending
of 95.
pose to meet with community leaders and elected officials of each of
Hedge, Dukedom.
school Friday morning, February
the father of Ted San- Mrs. H. M.
was
He
office
Agent's
Extension
12, in the
ford, Kentucky high school athletic
the District's four counties to work out a program we feel can sucat Hickman. The meeting will be commissioner, and a brother-inMADE TO FIT
conducted from 9:30 to 11:30, when law of Mrs. J. E. Fall of Fulton.
cessfully be promoted to give us the kind of government most deproject books will be distributed.
"Your Pattern Altered To Fit"
His wife preceded him in death in
will be the subject of the Fulton
July 1964.
sired.
Funeral services were held Feb- Homemakers Club when it !fleets
•
of
hone
the
Methodist
today (Thursday) in
ruary 7 in the Milburn
Church with Rev. Charles McKen- Mrs. J. H. Lawrence on Maple
The office I seek is an important one. I would fill it to serve the pubzie officiating. Interment was in Avenue.
Milburn Cemetery.

Mrs. Zoe Webb has been brought
to the home of her son, Don Webb,
after being in Jones Hospital for
Funeral services for Mrs. Ora
several weeks.
Lamb Golden were held February
Chapel, with
'Mrs. Mae Byars was moved 8 in Whitnel Fuheral
Dr. Wayne
and
Barnes
T.
W.
Rev.
Henderto
from Hillview Hospital
was in
Interment
officiating.
Lamb
son's Rest Home in Fulton.
Greenlee Cemetery.
Mrs. Golden, Milo was 75 and the
Mm. Garrett Bailey and Mrs,
Lorene Rushing went to Memphis widow of Ben Golden, died FebMonday. Meade Rushing will have ruary 6 at her home in South Fulextensive surgery on Tuesday at ton, after a long illness. Her husband preceded her in death in
the TB Sanatorium there.
1951.
Jean Starnes was in Memphis the
Surviving are two daughters,
past weekend, visiting her room Mrs. Karl Kimberlin and Miss
mate Peggy Hayes.
Thelma Golden of South Fulton;
Buel Warren,
Arrangements have been made three sisters, Mrs.
and Mrs.
Caldwell
Emmett
Mrs.
Good
at
to install air conditioning
Fulton; two broof
Holladay
C.
G.
Springs.
thers, Robert Lamb of Fulton and
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb of Memphis;
two grandchildren, five great
grandchildren, several nieces and
• CAYCE NEWS
nephews.
Bendurant
By Miss Claris.

Mrs. Ben Golden

DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mrs. 11111man Westbrook
Mrs. A. C. Bell had surgery on
ruesday in Baptist Hospital at
Memphis. Mr. Bell returned home
on Saturday and reported her condition as satisfactory.
George Cunningham will go to
Paducah Tuesday to have the cast
removed from his shoulder, which
was broken in a fall at his home
before Christmas.
Ann Westbrook and Linda Bailey were home for the week end,
returning to their work in Mem..••=•.1•

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

KENLAKE REOPENING DATE
days ago. She has been named
Wanda LaNelle.
Kenlake State Pert will reopen
Manley Russell is a patient in April 15 Joe the season.
the Baptist Hospited in Paducah.
He had surgery Saturday and we
hope he has a speedy recovery.
Wyiton Adams is now at home,
after having surgery in Los Angeles. He is getting along fine, but
will not be able to go back to wort
for aibout three mordhs. To any of
his friends wishing to send him a
card his address is: Wytton B.
Aden* 311 South Street, Lompoc,
California. He will appreciate
hearing from all his Kentucky
friends.
Mrs. Tucker, from Michigan, is
spending a few weeks in the home
of her daughter, Mrs. W. D. Yates.
Misses Ellis and Lorene Murphy
visited Mr. and Mrs. Martin Givens
recently. Other visitors were Mrs.
Hattie Puckett of Pilot Oak and Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Oliver and baby
of Lone Oak.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE Co.

Ambrose McClain

about your choice...

Expertly Prepared—
Washed—Laboratory
Tested—Free Burning
—Easy to Fire. Perfectly sized for furnace,
stove, stoker.

D. P. Sanford

CITY COAL CO.
Fulton

Phone 51

•

FOR, youR, WEE11-1EAR,T...

GOOD SPEAKER

W.E. Bondurant

Joe Sanders, Jr., a Paducah
nurseryman, will be the speaker
yesheld
were
Funeral services
for the Home and Garden Departterday (Wednesday) in the Cayce ment meeting to be held Friday
EdWillie
for
Church
Methodist
at 1:30 p. m. at the Woman's Club.
ward Bondurant. Interment, in Mrs. H. H. Murphy is the leader.
charge of Horrrbeak Funeral Home,
was in the Cayce Cemetery.
Mr. Bondurant, 73, a lifelong
resident of Cayce and a well-known *Complete line of HallFulton County farmer, died sudmark cards, tallies and
denly at his home on Tuesday,
playing cards
February 9. He was a Work! War
I veteran and a member of the *Gifts in colored glassCayce Methodist Church.
ware, brass, Goldtone
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Virand
milkglass
gie David Bondurant; a son, Marprinted sta*Pepperite
shall Bondurant, and a grandson,
Danny Edward Bondurant, of Fultionery, calling cards
ton, and a sister, Mrs. Alvin Graand notes
ham of Cayce.

*Picture frames
*Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
*Corsages and pillow
corsages
*Wedding flowers a specialty
*Artistic funeral arrangements

Mrs. Lee Herrin
RED
FOIL HEARTS
5 1/2 oz. 80C$2.10
1 lb.
1 3/4 lb. 3.40
FANCY
SATIN HEARTS
$3.35 to $10.00

ASSORTED
CHOCOLATES
$ 1.60
1 Ih. box
3.15
21b. box
14
VALENTINE'S DAY IS O'JisiCA',.' FEBrUA FZY

Available In
One, Two and Three

Sampler

Pound Boxes

CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 LAKE STREET

Funeral services for Mrs. Salone
Watkins Herrin have been tentatively set for this (Thursday) afternoon, pending arrival time of
the body from Dallas, Texas. Services will be in Hornbeak's Funeral Chapel, with interment in
Rock Springs Cemetery.
Mrs. Herrin, a former Fultonian,
was the wife of Lee Herrin. She
died Tuesday morning, February
9, in a Dallas hospital. Mr. and
Mrs. Herrin celebrated their 65th
wedding anniversary on February
4.
In addition to her husband, she
is survived by two sisters, Mrs.
Emma Edwards of Fulton and
Mrs. Fanny Vava Dancy of Toronto, Canada, and Frostproof.
Florida; one brother, Boone Watkins of Crutchfield, and many other
relatives in this area.

New Trail Hike
Opens For Scouts

Phone 20

your behalf. Each regular session of the General Assembly lasts 60
2 month period of time. It is not a task that
working days over a 21/
can be finished in 22 days, as you may recently have read.
As your elected Representative, I would be remiss to place your interests in jeopardy by obligating myself to any one elected-official.
I would prefer to maintain my present position of beng able to work
with all other elected representatives of the people. We cannot hope
to accomplish much for our district or our State if those we choose to
present our views in government have already signed away the right
to bargain in our behalf.
Your decision on the person who will represent you is important to
me, yes; but that decision can be of greater importance to you.‘Talk
to your family and friends about your choice.
Respectfully,
RALPH E. GRAVES
Candidate for
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard

Carr at Commercial

1

A new trail hike in the "betweenthe-rivers" area has been announced by Four Rivers Council, Boy
Scouts of America.
Scouts and their leaders will have
an opportunity to hike this trail for
the first time on February 27 and
win a new, attractive medal and
special patch, Council headquarters
in Paducah has announced.
The hike will cover parts of the
old Kentucky Woodlands hike, to
which some new lands and trails
have been added. Reservations
through the office at Paducah are
urged now.

FULTON
•mmino

Scott's Floral Shoppe

lic as you would be served. Fully aware of the demands the office
will make on my time, I pledge a full effort to fulfill those duties in
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WHOLESALE WHOLESALE WHOLESALE 1
TOMMY'S WHOLESALE TIRE SERVICE

en

You Have Heard of DOLLAR STORES and DISCOUNT STORES

•
•
•

AND NOW FULTON HAS A GILLETTE WHOLESALE TIRE SERVICE.
We Now Have ESSO GASOLINE and ESSO PRODUCTS

ffsk

Tommy's Wholesale - Tire Service
FULTON, KY.
HIGHLANDS 51 BY-PASS
NO MONEY DOWN UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY

PHONE 6

WHOLESALE ... WHOLESALE ... WHOLESALE ... WHOLESALE ... WHOLESALE ...

Visit Local Stores First
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superettes both make sure this
accommodation is met, with the
neighborhood store being open
more hours of the two studied. It
was found that in the different
communitiee, local food stores do
their best to provide the items
and service that are required of
them.

With JIM PRYOR
*advisors! Aiwa,Simi* eastral Rallres0
Super Abundance At The
Super Market

A meeting of professional tax
practitioners was being held in a
large eastern city on the evening
of April 15 when suddenly one of
the participants paled and rose
,abruptly, commenting: "GentleMen, excuse me, I just remembered I haven't filed my own tax return."

Southern States Names Campbell
To Serve As Vice-President

0. Howard Campbell of Hesxkr- public directors who are appointed
son, Ky., has been named vice by the directors of Agricultural
Housewives know that the horn president of Southern States Co-. Extension in each of the states serof plenty held scant relations corm- operative at a meeting of the board ved by the Association.
pared with today's food store. A of directors held on January 22.
team of economists has just returnHe succeeds John W. Stone of
ed from counting the abundance
available in the typical American Looneyville, W. Va. Who had been
community. Their statistical groc- vice president of the cooperative
ery cart is ready to collapse under since July 1962. Stone was named
the weight of their food figures. president of the cooperative.
Item by item they counted selected
Campbell, who was elected to the
inventories for super markets, su- board in 1961 is a former county
perettes, and curb markets in two agent and now a successful liveneighboring communities in a near- stock farmer.
The Obion Creek Watershed Conby state. Then they surveyed again
servancy District announces that
by size of store and the neighborHe served with the Extension at 2:00 P. M., on January 26, the
hood it served. Food was found in Service in Logan and Larue Coun- bids for the contract for the conan almost stupifying variety re- ties and later was assistant cashier struction of floodwater retarding
gardless of the method used in the of the Lincoln National Bank of structure number 10 were opened
study. The housewife could have Hodgenville. He was treasurer of in the office of Harry W. Roberts,
found 85 different kinds and cuts the Lame County School Board. Jr., Clinton, Kentucky. There were
of meat. If that would not fill the Since 1950 he has farmed in part- thirteen bidders. The engineers' esneeds, the shopper could have nership with his father-in-law.
timate for the works of improvepushed the possibilities to 135 by
ment was $53,690.00. The apparent
A former member of the board low bidder was White Brothers
checking in all the stores. Cold
cuts and seafood were not on the of directors of Southern States Construction Company of Marion,
list of meats available in this in- Henderson Cooperative, Campbell Illinois in the amount of $41,869.00.
is vice president of the county The second low bidder was Mullins
vestigation.
Farm Bureau, chairman of the 4-H
Take canned beans for a sample Council and a member of the Brothers, Route 1, Benton, Kenof everyday eating. There were Livestock Breeders Association tucky in the amount of $45,762.00
cut beans and French style, fancy and the Extension Council. He is and the third low bidder was Fred
long vertical packs and whole superintendent of his iStinday Foss, Metropolis, Illinois in the
beans, green beans with or without School and a steward and a former amount of $45,936.20.
It is contemplated that the conseasoning. There were nine dif- chairman of the Niagara Methoferent varieties of canned beans dist Church's official board. He tract will be let in two weeks and
not to mention fresh and frozen has also headed a Rotary Club and that the contractor will immediately proceed to move his equiptypes.
been county Red Cross chairman. ment to the job site and start clearThe larger food stores offered
ing.
well over 70 different varieties of In other action taken at the
Floodwater retarding structure
board
named
the
folmeeting,
the
canned vegetables and the choice
number
10 is located about one
in some was up to 100. The figure lowing board members to its ex- mile west of Wingo, Ky., in Graves
to
committee
in
addition
ecutive
as a measure of variety isn't even
County, on a major tributary of
near the mark. You have to add, Stone and Campbell: Hubert L. Obion Creek.
Street,
Md.,
retiring
Snodgrass,
brands--to please the individual
housewife's taste—can sizes to suit president, Samuel L. Sloan, Harbeson, Delaware, Dr. B. F. D. Runk, TALLEST TREE 367 FEET
the needs as to the size of the famCharlottesville, Va.
ily and packaging to comply with
ORICK, Calif. — The 700-yeartoday's mode of living. One store
Southern States Cooperative's 15 old Arcata Redwood, at 367 feet,
in the survey offered 262 different man board of directors
is compos- is the tallest tree in the United
combinations of can sizes, brands,
ed
of
10
elected
directors
and 5 States.
vegeof
packages, and varlet
tables alone.
The most likely place to find the
widest variety of foods, incidentally, is not in the richest part of
town. The survey found the biggest
stock of items in super markets in
the lower income neighborhoods.
It is the budget conscious housewife who needs and get the widest
selection of foods in order to
stretch her budget. Convenience is
another demand of the modern
shopper, and this means in the
farm of late hours and seven-day
service. The somewhat old-fashioned neighborhood store and the new

SHE'S 141- VALENTINE!
How wonderful young love is. Going steady is the greatest! For the box of candy he
brought her, he was rewarded with a hug and a delighted squeal. They're sure of each
other. Life is wonderful!
However, steadies break up, lovers part — young hearts are crushed. Life seems ended."
It is hard for them to believe it when we tell them that another one will come along to
claim their hearts.
Aren't we a lot like youngsters in love in our relationship with God? If things don't
go our way, we adolescently feel that God doesn't love us. We blame Him for what our
lack of wisdom has brought us. When he doesn't allow us everythink we want, our
hearts pout.
• God would have us know that he loves us with a mature and everlasting love. He loves
us as we are, even with all our faults. He stays faithful when we falter. He yearns for
us when we turn away from him. He never withdraws. The Psalmist comforts us with
this saying: "Thy faithfulness is unto all generations." God is near to all who call upon
him. We invite you to come to Church this week.

Obion Creek
Project Bids
Made Known

Greenfield Monument Works

The Chard is God's appointed agency is this world for spreading the knowledge of His love
fru man and of His demand for man te respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of hie will keg
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so door will inevitably perish. Therefore, eves
from a selfish pent of view, ems should support the Notch for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. beyond that, however, every person should spired and participate im the Church became h tels the truth obest man's Ilk, death and destiny; the
kWh which dose wiN se him kee So live as a child of Got
0Colosaa Adv. Ur...P.0.Om 2000, Ocdias 20,Timm
0.0

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Pablished Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial
Association and IsSponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Instihttions
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs

Rice Insurance Agency,Inc.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE

See us for all your insurance needs

A New Line of Fine Jarman Shoes for Mae
Budget Priced "Story Book" Shoes for
Children

231 Main Street
207 E. Fourth

Phone 62

Fulton, Ky.
220 Lake St.

After six great years like this
what could Pontiac possibly
come up with next?

Fulton, Ky.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Atkins, Reams and Taylor

Jobbers of Shell Products

Farm & Auto Insurance
Fulton

-Phone 255

Fulton

Office Phone 5

Your Allis Chalmers, Massey-Ferguson
and New Holland Dealer

Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St.,

Water Valley Implement Co.

ELIZABETH'S

Water Valley, Ky.

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear

Gordon's Esso Service Station

307 Main

Phone 540

HICKMAN FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP

Road Servioe, Washing & Lubricating

Live Better Electrically

State Line & Carr St. Fulton Phone: 242

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton, Ky.

Phones 70 & 428

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, Minor Repairs
Phone: 9129
Broadway, Fulton.

The
1965 Pontiac: Car of the Year!
That's what!
We had to reach a climax somewhere along the line. And what better
climax for a car than to win Motor Trend's Car of the Year Award fot
1966 Nothing could please us more, except maybe the way people
are buying our cars. Arid they are. Drive one and find out why.
SEE YOUR AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER

PURE MILK COMPANY

"Your International Harvester Dealer"
314 Walnut St.

Fulton

Phone 447

At the store or at your door
Phone 813

NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton, Ky.

COLONEL C. W.BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 61

E. W.James & Son Super Markets

309 Walnut St.

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 16

Ploasant View and Obion County
SMALLMAN TIE SHOP
Farness,Itosflag, Tin Work

THE CITEEENS BANK

Memorial Gardens

Make our bank year batik

With Irraveashis Treat

Illeketaa, Ky.

Phase MU

"That Ow lisaaty of Lit• May Iltevtre

relliseSS

/0
?age 10
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3CATTERED PATTER(Continued from page 7)
iome, the BOYS started getting
iervous about the time . . . yakking, that they just simply had to
get home at eleven p. m. sharp.
So the girls took the boys home,
and took them to the door. . . and
Yes, you guessed it, the boys got
real coy when asked for that goodnight kiss.

▪

February 12: Debby Watkins,
Lynn Marie Armstrong; February
13: Elwood Doss, Jackie Long,
Bobby Joe Moss; February 14:
Tony Barham, Mrs. Harry Gordon,
Oden Fowler, John Reeks, Joe
Woodside:
February 15: Larry Alexander,
Curtis K. Craven. Mrs. Sam Jones,
Mary Nelle Lowe, Virginia Rogers;
February 16: Wilmon Boyd, Mrs.
L. 0. Bradford, Mrs. Ray Graham, Robert Matthews, Vic Voegeli; February 17: Helen King,
Shelly Ray Lawson; February 18:
Charles T. Cannon; Mrs. Ethel
McDaniel, Marian Parr, Betty
Pruitt.

NEW POSTOFFICEContinued From Page One)
Sectional centers will be distribution and transportation centers for
mail, now being organized and
made operational in order that
the national zip-code program in
this (the Cincinnati region) is in
line with the rest of the country.
Sectional centers in Kentucky
are being located in Paducah, Ashland, Bowling Green, Campton,
Corbin, Elizabethtown, Hazard,
Lexington, Louisville, Owensboro,
Pikeville and Somerset.
In noting that the principal mode
of transportation of mail in Kentucky is now by highway, the Post
Office department pointed out that
in the past 30 years over 90 percent of the rail service which formerly carried the U. S. mails has
been discontinued.

Peden Names Stratton
New Division Director
Kentucky Commerce Commissioner Katherine Peden has announced the appointment of William B. Stratton as director of the
State Division of Community Development.
Stratton, 30, succeeds Robert G.
Worden who was recently named
director of the Department of
Commerce's Division of Economic
Research.
A native of Lawrenceburg, Stratton has been active in community
development work since joining the
Department of Commerce in 1960.
A graduate of Georgetown College,
he has served as assistant director
of the Community Development Division since last November.
We Need Industrial Park
B. Sure and Register To Vote

RIGHT-14 TO 18 LB.

We wish to thank the friends and
relatives of Winfred Yates for the
flowers, food and all acts of kindness shown at the time of his
death.
The family of Winfred Yates

INDIVIDUAL would like to buy
farm. Write post office Box 59,
Fulton, Kentucky.
WANTED: Two ladies with car.
Part time, $50 week; full time,
$75-100 week. Stanley Home Products. Bob Polk, Box 26, Martin,
Tenn.

Political announcements

The News takes pleasure in wishing Happy Birthday to the following friends:

We Need Ind”•*rial Park
LOCAL BEERCHANI HA Be Sure and Register To Vets

AliSUPER

CARD OF THANKS

SPINET PIANO BARGAIN: Wanted responsible party to take
over small monthly payments.
Artist model. May be seen locally.
Write: Credit Dept., 223 W. Walnut
When We asked Lynn what her St., Louisville, Ky.
'itle was she replied: "Just a
vorker." And there must be many TV ANTENNAS: We install more of them in school around Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
here.
Phone 307, Roper Television.
While the other classes in the
INCOME TAX RETURNS. Open
Fulton Schools didn't undertake a
oroject they did give generously to every day and evening. Shirley
the school collections. We got in Witherspoon. Second house from
the vicinity of $25 each from Ful- post office in Water Valley. Phone
ton High, Carr Elementary and 355-2639.
Terry-Norman. The largest school
FOR RENT: Floor sanding macollections to date have come from chine and electric floor polisher
Mitten Elementary. Principal Cecil and electric vacuum cleaner. ExMaddox brought us about $42 worth change Furniture Co.
of money and about a million dollars worth of smiles and generosity
from that schools.

Happy Birthday

highways is being tried at highway come out of an interchange on the along the edge of the road.
interchanges in Minnesota, Michi- right highway, drivers simply folMinneapolis - Color-coding of gan, Ohio, Fonda, and Oregon. 'Po low "their" color, applied in a band
We Need Industrial Park

CLASSIFIED ADS

Now, don't you think this is a
FOR SALE - Hot Point washer
• real fun story?
and dryer, Frigidaire refrigerator.
Phone 1528 in Fulton.
They call themselves the Young
People's Social Club, but we could
WANTED - LADIES
give them another name . . . mayTo do Survey work. $1.25 per
like the "Do-good- hour, 6 hours a day, 5 days per
be
9rs." Anyhow the club is composed week, plus bonus plan. Must have
most of the .members of the private phone. For further inforTumor Class of Fulton High School. mation, Write: Box 88, MadisonLast week Lvnn Dallas called and ville, Kentucky.
told us that the new club wanted to
lo something for the March of
HELP WAN'TED MALE
Dimes go they decided to have a
DEALER WANTED In Fulton or
candy sale last Saturday. They City of Fulton & Hickman. 300
iid, and they were the proudest farm-home necessities-medicines,
young people you ever saw when vitamins, spices,'foods, DDT, etc.
'hey handed us $27.60 as the re- For particulars, write Rawleigh
-,teipts. •
Dept. KYB-1071 142, Freeport, Ill.
In checking about the club with
Lynn she told us that the officers
if the club were the same as the
-lass officers. Said she: "We've
)lways talked about doing some'hing to help people and we decided
In the March of Dimes." We're
mighty glad they did. The officers
ire: Rodney Foster, president;
Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, viceresident; Carol Pigue, secretarytreasurer: Jeannie Hinton, business manager; Betty Beadles and
Mike Stevens public relationists.

I NT E RC HAR G E COLORS
HELP GUIDE DRIVERS

The News is authorized to announce the following candidates
subject to the Democratic Primary
May 25, 1965:
-FOR COUNTY JUDGEJohn E. Cruce
-FOR MAGISTRATE(District Two)
A. L. Cox
- FOR SHERIFF James C. "Buck" Menees
FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
Dee Langford
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Ralph Graves
Mrs. Jo Westpheling

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering

Everything"

422 take St.

Smoked H A

Phone 408

Round Steak`.-"o_pb)99c(B°"°;.%).89c
Cube Steak Lb 99c SWIStb.89c
Lb.1.79
Delmonico Steak
Sirloin Strip Steak L.b.1.79

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 103

BEST

RA. MARSH SEEDLESS

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

H Of
Of

[

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

113 SIZE

f" 594$

Golden

Quarters

(5c Off)
1-Lb. 6-0z. Box

PL

SHREDDED WHEAT

‘‘.

Dt.

11'/2-Oz. 42rio

Milk Bone

Spoon Size

Pkg. L7

Dog Biscuits

Hydrox-Cookies
Crackers
Ritz Crackers

1-Lb. 4294

Ctn. dia
16-0z.

Strietmann
Town House

1-Lb.
Box

Nabisco

Stack

Whitehouse

12-0z.

Box

450
39(
35c

Redeemable At All A&P Food Stores In This Area

COUPON GOOD THRU SAT, APRIL 10
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

Adults Only-One Per Customer

Silverdust

34, 81,

Bath

Soap

1-PL
12-0z.
Bt I.
1-Pt.
6-0z.
Btl.

buy it at
"Z.
Jar

413`

7IP

KRAFT CRACKER BARRELL

Cheese
MILD
10-0x. Pkg.

I

SHARP
10-0z. Pkg.

EXTRA
SHARP

39 I 49gI 57g

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 18S:1111.
Chase & Sanborn

1

Chase a Sanborn

Instant Coffee
f 30c
Off

jar

I

II
Off

1-Lb

Bollard, et FillIsbury

*Biscuits

Coffee

38

10-oz,

,051

Can 0

L

Cans
01' 10

47c

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Mary
was in t4
you wer
told me •
and the
you. I he
are both
tive ew

Bot

tood toies

3 -11 31 78

Il-Ox.

Dishwater

4-0.
1-Lbz.
°
Box 46
Qt 09
0

THE GREAT ATLANTK a PACIFIC TEA
COMPANY, INC.

Shortening.(8:e:
)

Blue Bonnet
Margarine
2c
1-Lb
0ft
-L 27'

76°

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT, FEB 13

Dry

Carnation
Coffee Mate

1-0t
1-Pt 45°
Ca n
2-Lb. 69
0
6-0z.
Box
Bottle
Quart

Liquid.. ...... Bot

89'

MILK Instant 12 qt. pkg IJC

Crisco

3-Lb.780
1-0z.
Box

Coldwater

Facial Tissues
Sheets

2-Lb. 6-0z. Box

All Condensed
Final Touch
Vim Tablets
All
All
Lux
35

HUDSON GOLDEN SHO-CASE

of 400

Everj
for you
how rig
fun it h
ing ant
This we
do mue,
has bee
househo
drive. A
Mary Jo
angel."
smoothl
daylight
out to g.
over th
and flea:
The doc
open. I
my spec
happy a
some o
that lain

(BLUE)

15-0z. Box

IL Bars

Pkgs.

Dear I
Havi:
overse
guess j
work?'s
you've
out wh
letter, 1
ed env
tention:
as quic
write ti
to addr
belle w

(NUMBER 1)

2-Lb. 6-0z. Box

Pink Liquid

(Ed'
the cc
the ott
tist
rating
Saturcl
bet- is

Picture Album &
Picture Packet

FREE

n
Lux Soap
31't
Lifebuoy
2:aerag 27°
Lifebuoy soap 2 :aatrh. 37°
Handy Andy
69°'
Swan
63°
Praise Soap ... 2::::31"

FLAVOR SNACKS

Nabisco

Animal Kingdom

COUPON

67' 27' 33'
ry Shortening

OF
THE

DETERGENT

65..
63.
85.
.„.
79
°
3
410 714
4 31e8:•38 43°

FRESH LAKE FISH

CLIP FREE COUPON
BELOW

10c

15-0z. Box

79€

Now On Sale-15c Each
Each Packet Contains 20 Beautiful Pictures

Save

American or Pimento Slices

II.

Lib
7
)
.c 5 Lbx
.

Cod Fillets

Can

Mild Cheddar, Muenster,

3-Lb.
2-0z.
Box
1-Pt.
6-0z.
Btl.
2-Lb.
10-0z.
_Can

At
week,

26c (

Lb.

Fresh Brick, Me1-0-Bit,

%. Off

Whiting

MAGNIFICIENT COLORFUL ALBUM AND OVER 400
EASY TO APPLY PICTURES-PACKETS 2 THRU 9.

348oz.cans 79
(
3 59€
5 LT. 88c
)La 49g
Breeze

Vegetable

f 15c

FROZEN H&G FISH

Doi.

Wonders

2-10oz. cello
bag 35c

A&P's Pure

Surf
L
Sp
Fluffy All
Wisk Liquid
Lux Soap

39`

Haddock
Lb. 650
)
Lb. 69c

lb. 30c

KALE or SPINACH

A &P Pineapple Fruit Drink

(10c Off)
3-Lb. 7-0z. Box

Lb'

Lb

Cut-Up,)
(
Split or
Whole
Quartered

FRYERS

Oranges

dexo Shortening
Nutley Maragrine
Cheese Sale
Rinso Blue

63c

Small. Lean, Meaty

39°

12

1-Lb.

Bags

or More

Super Right

PINK OR WHITE

38

2-Lb
Bag

Size...

Grapefruit
Bag
Lb.

lb.43c

On.
don't
I cox
busk
to go
it. If
and
ness
The
forts
head
dustr:

Med.

CALIFORNIA NAVEL

Pak

and

Super
Right

JANE PARKER-SAVE 16c
Ea*

3-Lb. Pkg.

GROUND BEEF
3
) 10°
SausagePork
100
EggssGurnand:7k
45;
Spare Ribs

..i.b.25c
Lb.33c
La%
L.b.49c

Apple Pie

te
i ti;es
Qu
Lu
es
us

Super
Right
Fresh

SUPER RIGHT PORK SALE!

Box
8
8:18

For The

Lb.

Mild

.
1 Fresh Whole Picnics
Fresh Pork Shldr.
lahficwhol
Butts
ut
Boston B
Fresh Ha m 0441

'
thit
mot
wit'
reac
few

Whole,
Half
or Butt
Portion

CENTER
9
(
j
SLICES . ..Lb.9

Super Right Boneless BEEF CUTS

ux Liqicl

WE RENT - - -

391

SHANK
PORTION Lb.

Detergent

Fulton, Ky.

trol
bar
hay
ist
cap
tic
rais
opt!

STORE HOURS - - Monday Him Friday 8:a m. to 6:00 pm. Saturday 8:00 am.-- 8:00 pm.
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